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MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
PLANNING COMMISSION
.The Murray Planning Commission will meet in regular
session at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
June 15, in the council chambers of City Hall.
ZONING BOARD
•The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet in regular session at 6:15 p.m. Wednesday. June 16, in the council
chambers of City Hall.
FISCAL COURT
'The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in special session at 1 p.m. Thursday. June
17, in the office of Judge/
Executive George Weaks to
have the first reading of the
1993-94 budget.
SITE-BASED COUNCIL
•Thc East Calloway Elementary School site-based council
will meet at 7 p.m, Thursday.
June 17, in the feather's
lounge at the school located on
Ky. 280.
HOSPITAL BOARD
'The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board's regular
meeting has been changed
from Thursday, June 17, to
Tuesday,. June 22, at 5:30 p.m.
in the board room of the
hospital.

INSIDE
CHICAGO — The thrills have
faded. The bodies are rested.
Triple oisertime is a sweet but
distant memory for Phoenix.
The Chicago Bulls still control
the NBA finals. Page 8

FORECAST
Tonight, clear with light wind.
Low near 60. Wednesday, mostly sunny with the high in the
mid 80s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 79'
359.4, 0.0; below 307.0, +0.3
BARKLEY — 76'
359.5, +0.3; below 309.0, +0.4
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CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the. classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask fox the circulatibn department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
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Weather Woes r.
Rain, blue mold
plague farmers
ALEXANDRIA, Ky. (AP) —
Recent storms have hampered
efforts by many Kentucky tobac-.
co farmers to get their crops
planted.
A wet, cool spring already had
farmers behind schedule and a
recent outbreak of blue mold
added to growers' woes.
All that after a subpar 1992
season marred by inclement
weather and blue mold, an airborne fungus that can cat away
entire fields.
"Nowadays you've really got
to like to farm to be a farmer,"
said Leo Bczold, a southern
Campbell County tobacco growcr. "Now it's got to be almost a
hobby."
Hail two weeks ago hit
Bezold's farm especially hard,
"practically destroying" two
acres of tobacco and leaving him
about two weeks behind schedule
in setting the plants. A lot of
other farmers arc in the same
situation.

The Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service estimates that as of
Sunday, only 64 percent of the
200,000 acres of burley expected
this year had been set, compared
with 77 percent at this time last
year.
• John Dawson is also about two
weeks behind after storms
wrecked between 15 percent to
20 percent of the tobacco crops
on his 400-acre farm south of
Alexandria.
"That's kind of the breaks of
life," Dawson said. "We had a
bad year last year because of
suckheavy rains. Maybe it'll turn
around."
Rains this weekend didn't help
farmers make up thc lost time.
"It seems like every tune we
get a.chance to get out and get
some work done, we get another
shower," said Kenton County
extension agent I. .1. Osborne.
The season could get even
IN TURN TO PAGE 2

Ruth Ginsburg relishes
pleasure of No. 2 spot
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Standing in the brilliant sunshine
on the White House lawn, towered over by the president, Ruth
Bader Ginsburg seemed to
delight in being the second
woman ever put forward for the
Supreme Court. It exactly made
her point.
She embodied her own argument that it shouldn't be so extraordinary for a women to have a
place at the table.
Her appointment, she said in a
speech that brought tears to President Clinton's eyes, "contributes
to the end of the days when
women, at least half the talent
pool in our society, appear in
high places only as one-at-a-time
performers."
It was quite a different answer
than the one Sandra Day
O'Connor gave at a confirmation
hearing 12 years ago when senators asked what she wanted history to say about her.
"Ah," smiled O'Connor, "the

Need Line
helps 98
families
By JO BURKEEN
Murray Lodger& Times Staff Writer
"The needs continue for our
clients as is evidenced by the
amount of $1,753.85 spent during
the month of May," said Kathie
Gentry, executive director, and
Donnie Guess, student worker, at
a meeting of Board of MurrayCalloway County Need Line on
Monday,
Gentry Said "with the continuing requests for help, that most of
the clients are being given help
for only one month with their
needs for utility bills and other
services."
Of this amount in May, the
sum of $946.79 was spent for
utilities; $150 for rent; $331.94
for medical; $100.44 for food;
$26.50 for transportation; and
$198.18 for miscellaneous.
Need Line helped 98 families
for this amount in May.
The previous month, April, a
total of $3,072.56 was spent for
Need Line clients.
The annual Need Line Council
meeting will be Monday, July 26,
at noon at Pagliai's. At this time,
year end reports will be given,
new officers and directors
elected, and new by-laws voted
on.
• TURN TO PAGE 2
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tombstone yeestien," and while
she said she'd be pleased if her
tombstone said s!iliply. "Here
lies a good judge- she added that
she would be happy to be known
as the first woman on the court
With her, suggested Ginsburg
Mork:ay, the continuum had
begun, the logical conclusion to a
revolution she'd helped start.
Clinton, rather than dwell on
Ginsburg's gender, stressed her
work. On the court, he said, she
would be `'d fitter for consensusbuilding ... an instrument of our
common unity."
Those who know Ginsburg as a
judge — President Carter put her
on the Circuit Court of Appeals
here 13 years ago — praise her
reasoned, restrained approach and
her respect for the powers of the
other branches of gov.ernment.
Those who knew her as a
lawyer for women's rights cite
her as an inventive advocate for a
II TURN TO PAGE 2

WILSONledger & Tithes photo
Board of Education meet-

AP.A,Y

Faculty, staff and family members turned out in full force at the rstiirra
ing Monday to discuss employee salaries.

Faculty, staff ask for raises
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
When Murray Superintendent
W.A Franklin made his first
board of education apPearance
since an automobile accident
almost six months ago, he was
greeted by a crowd of about 75
faculty and staff. Although the
group was pleased to have him
back, its mission was to discuss
employee wages.
Reading from a prepared statement, Sheila Henry, president of
the Murray Education Association, requested that the board
gist., the employees a 6 oment
and pay uati5ed
re...A. .7:
accumulated sick leave upon
retirement.
"It is a fact that we have homes and families to maintain, bills
to pay, children to raise, college
tuition to pay ,and cost of living
increases," Henry said.
She emphasized that there used
to be a budget committee of _representatives of school district
constituencies which studied the
budget, but it has been inactive
for five to six years.
"The budget committee always
found a raise for the employees
of the school district while
addressing the total budget,"
Henry said. "Because of its dysfunctional status, this may be part
of the reason that salaries and
fringe benefits are not being
addressed."
Henry told_the board a committee has been studying the.monthly financial reports and the tenth-

Reports continue as more
syringes are found in Pepsi cans
By The Associated Press
Syringes reportedly found in Pepsi cans in Missouri and Ohio
brought to six the number of tampering cases police and the Food
and Drug Administration are investigating.
The most recent cases followed reports of two syringes found in
cans of Pepsi in Louisiana and two in Washington state.
"We can't speculate on whether they're related," Anne Ward, a
spokesman at Pepsi Cola's New York headquarters, said Monday.
"It really could be anything."
A man in Si Charles, Mo., who asked that his name be withheld,
said he found the syringe in a can of Diet Pepsi he bought Monday
at a gas station in the St. Louis suburb, said police Sgt. Gaylord
Daleen.
After tasting the beverage, he spat it on the ground because it
tasted terrible.-He then looked inside the can and saw the syringe,
Dalecn said. The Man dIrove himself to a hospital and was treated
after complaining of a burning sensation in his mouth.
Also Monday, Deborah Garner of the Akron, Ohio, suburb of
Cuyahoga Falls found a broken syringe in a Diet Pepsi can,
WK YC-TV in Cleveland reported. She videotaped her son emptying the can and two parts of a syringe falling out. She gave the
tape, the can and the syringe to FDA investigators.
On Sunday, Lenny Schouest, a New Orleans shipyard worker,
said he bought a can of regular Pepsi Sunday and a bent needle cut
his lip when be took a swallow. He said he and the store owner
emptied the drink into a cup and the needle and syringe fell out.
Schouest said he had not heard about the needles found.in
Washington until reporters told him.
A spokesman for the New Orleans Pepsi distributor, Bryan
Quails, said another man. Antoine Lewis, reported finding a needle
in a Pepsi can Monday morning.
-We are taking the claims very seriously." Quails said. "But
we're looking at it as an isolated incident."
A woman in Southern California also claimed Monday that she
was stuck in the gums by a syringe found inside a sealed Diet Coke
can, but Los Angeles police said that incident appeared to be a
hoax.
After the two incidents in Washington state. the FDA advised
people in Washington. Oregon,, Alaska, Hawaii and Guam to
inspect Diet Pepsi cans closely and pour the soda into another container before drinking.

there, we're going to find it and
use it for raises. It won't be a
large raise, I'll tell you that off
the bat."
The board discussed the possibility. of setting up the task force: Board member Dr. Richard
Crouch asked Henry if the task
force would be similar to a sitebased council..
Amid a chorus of "no" from
the crowd. Henry said she does
not think the council could decide
on salaries for certified and classified personnel.
The hoard agreedto follow the
policy and set up a budget committee, hut did not give a precise
date when it would convene.
"I don't wink the speed is critical," Franklin said. -The fact is
that it is being done. Its not the
W.A. FRANKLIN
best thing to be stampeded into it
tonight."
tive•working budget and was preIn other business, Willie Jackpared to review them.
son, acting superintendent, pro"Better yet, in lieu of the
vided the board with an update of
budget committee which has not
renovation at Robertson
the
met, we arc requesting that you
Elementary School.
establish a task force consisting
"We arc moving dirt," lackson
of board members, administra"The school ha :hanged
said.
tors, faculty and staff," Henry
than you. can Ix hew in
moresaid.
If the weath-sr is nice
days.
three
Franklin told the group he was
conic in, it will
materials
the
and
lucky to be at the meeting.
•
along."
right
move
"Some superintendents arc really
He indicated tilt biggest
nervous to see a room full of
changes have been niLie at Murfaculty. I really see it as an
ray Middle School because of the
opportunity."
newly painted interior.
as
to
budget
the
referred
He
The board approved an expen"an excellent tentative budget."
of S33,720 from the contiditure
"We're going to look at the'.
.to be spent on middle
fund
gency
Franklin
carefully,"
budget very
-renovation.
•
school
said. "I want all of our personnel
to have raises. If there's 10 cents II TURN TO PAGE 2

Taxpayers ask questions
about local fire districts
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
More than 1,500 special districts formed in Kentucky counties have specific rules and regulations as defined by the General Assembly.
These districts may levy taxes
in order to provide services to the
residents. One type of special district is for fire protection. Calloway County has five separate fire
districts that tax property in order
to contract for fire protection.
The contract between the districts and the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue comes under the
eyes of the state Department of
Local Government.
Dan Yeast, from its special districts division, was at the George
Weaks Community Center Monday night to explain statutes pertaining to special districts and
answer taxpayers' questions.
He said he was asked to come
to Calloway County after his
office received a letter from a
resident who raised questions
about the fire-rescue's public
accountability.
The fire-rescue is a public service company, which does not
have the same restrictions in its
use of money as a special district
he said. However, because the
company receives tax dollars, it
is subject to some accountability.

"Those tax dollars don't lose
their identity," Yeast told the
more than 20 taxpayers in
attendance.
After reviewing the contract
between a district and the firerescue, Yeast said there arc some
problems.
First, the present contract is
binding for two years. Legally, a
government agency can contract
for only one fiscal year at a time.
Second, the tax dollars given to
the fire-rescue have to be used
for fire-related protection only,
Yeast said.
"That does not include the
rescue service," he said.
CCFR treasurer Robert Trenholm said the tax mone$ is all
accounted for and is used only
for fire-related expenses. The
rescue operation is a separate
account.
Although Yeast said he does
not have the answers to several
questions posed by members of
the fire-rescue or the taxpayers,
he made a suggestion to consolidate the five fire protection districts into one.
"With the single district, you
have a larger pool of money and
can borrow more money for capital improvements," he said.
"However, this is a local decision
and I'm not going to tell you how
to run your county."
II TURN TO PAGE 2
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Pregnant defendant seeks release
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — A
woman accused of murdering her
10-year-old stepson is asking to
he released on bond so that her.
baby. expected July 1, can have
"a normal and healthy early
development."
Stephanie Baker's attorney
asked Circuit Judge Lewis B.
Hopper to set bail for her because
it is in the best interest of mother
and child for her to be out of jail.
tio date has been set for a
hearing.
Baker said she would agree to
any condition to get out of jail,
even "the most restrictive house
arrest" at the home of her
parents in London.
Ruth Baker, mother of the slain
boy, wants Stephanie Baker. 22,

to stay in jail. She and her family
started a petition drive Monday
aimed at influencing the judge to
deny the request for bail.
"We are strongly opposing
it," Ruth Baker said. "We feel ...
no sympathy should be shown for
her because she is pregnant."
Stephanie Baker and her best
friend, Susanne Renee Baker, 23,
are charged with kidnapping
Scotty Baker from his Clay
County elementary school Nov.
25. Stephanie Baker then allegedly strangled Scotty in the back
seat as Susanne Baker drove
away from the school.
The two women, who are not
related, were arrested Dec. 1 and
have been in jail without bond
since.

Commonwealth's Attorney
Tom Handy objected to Stephanie
Baker's bail request, saying that
while he is willing to consider
any reasonable request by doctors, he knew of no reasor she
could not stay in jail until it is
time for her to go to the hospital.
Ruth Baker said she and Donnie Baker, who is her ex-husband
and Scotty's father, and other
family members will place petitions this week at businesses in
Laurel and Clay counties, and
possibly others. They also will
try to generate a letter-writing
campaign against bail, Ruth Baker said.
The petitions, printed Monday,
say that signers strongly oppose
any bond for Stephanie and

Susanne Baker before their trials,
which will be separate.

Donnie Baker, who is in the
process". of divorcing Stephanie,
said Stephanie was jealous of the
attention he gave Scotty.
Handy, who plans to seek the
death penalty for both women,
last week asked Hopper to schedule Susanne Baker's trial for
Nov. 1. It is unlikely Stephanie
Baker will be tried this year.
Susanne Baker is charged with
kidnapping and facilitation to
commit murder, and Stephanie
Baker is charged with murder and
kidnapping. Both women also are
charged with abuse of a corpse
because they allegedly dumped
his body at a strip mine and set it
on fire with gasoline.

theory now taken for granted,
that women are constitutionally
equal to men.
The Constitution doesn't say
that, and Ginsburg, as an ACLU
lawyer, had to find the words
there that would allow a court to
read it her way. She found them
in the post-Civil War 14th
Amendment, adopted to guarantee the legal rights of former
slaves.
"She invented that constitutional theory," said Jane Larson,
a law professor at Northwestern
University. "To have called her a
moderate 25 years ago would
have been ridiculous."
At 60, her dark hair pulled
tightly back, she is a private person, married for 39 years to her

Chestnut Hills Maclaine Canis,

sweetheart from her teens.
"She's not a backslapper,"
says an admirer, Janet Benshoof,
president of the Center for Reproductive Law and Policy.
"She's very shy," adds Kathleen Pcratis, a former colleague
at the American Civil Liberties
Union. "She hardly ever talks
about herself. She talks about
business and her grandchildren."
Peratis adds: "She has enormous dignity and enormous gravity. That's the reason the president
didn't hang her out like he did
the others he considered. You
don't mess with Ruth."
Ginsburg came to her radicalin-its-day feminism the hard way,
on experience street.
Accepted as one of a handful
of women at Harvard Law School
(and already a mother) and graduated from Columbia Law
School in New York (and a member of the law reviews of both),
she still couldn't get a job in
New York practicing law.
She had to settle for clerking
for a judge.
(By coincidence, Justice
O'Connor, only three years her
senior, tells a similar story. "I
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interviewed with law firms in Los
Angeles and San Francisco," she
once told an interviewer, "but
none had ever hired a woman
before as a lawyer, and they were
not prepared to do so.")
Ginsburg taught law at Rutgers
and Columbia and wrote extensively on women's rights and
sex-based discrimination.
By the time she had made a
name for herself, Harvard officials offered a law degree, based
on her two years of work there.
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but she turned them down.
Richard Epstein, a friend, said
she often told about the time the
Harvard Law dean invited the
women law students to his home
and, in :he course of a social
evening, remarked to them,"You
know, all of you are taking the
place of a qualified Irian."
Ginsburg's husband, Martin,
teaches and practices tax law in
Washington. He and she both rate
biographies on the same page of
Who's Who in America.

111 Taxpayers...
FROM PAGE 1
Aside from the few statutory
problems Yeast mentioned, he
said, "we don't have a problem
with anything."
A state auditor was not present
at the meeting to explain what
problems might arise with the
contract or accounting of the
public funds.
Several people wanted to know
who is accountable for the funds

once the fire-rescue receives
them.
"I don't have an answer,"
Yeast said.
Questions pertaining to the fire
district board itself were also discussed. Each board consists of
three members appointed by the
fiscal court and three elected positions. One person asked if an
appointment is not made, can the
board continue?
"It is the responsibility of the
people who formed the board to
keep the board going and to see
where the monies go," Yeast
replied.
The fire-rescue publishes a
complete financial report yearly,
Trenholm said.
"Every district we contract
with gets a copy of that (financial
report)," he said.
Statutes do not require the Calloway County Fire-Rescue to be
audited because it is a public ser-

vice organization, Yeast said.

But, because it receives tax dollars, it should have a public audit
every four years that is made
available for public inspection.
As far as levying taxes, Yeast
suggested increases, as allowed
by law, to increase revenues.
"In order to maximize longrange goals, it is wise to raise the
tax rate 4 percent e,,ery year in
order to keep financially sound,"
he said.
The 4 percent is not based on
the present percentage. Rather,
the percent is based on the
amount of property valuation
revenue generated the previous
fiscal year.
If property values increase dramatically, the tax rate could drop
because a 3 percent rate might
produce more than the 4 percent
statutory limit.
For example, if a district gen-

erates SI0,000 in fire tax money
on a 3 percent rate, legally the
district can raise (or lower) its
fire tax - in order to generate
$10,400 during the next fiscal
year.
This limit applies only to existing property. New land or houses
are not included in the previous
year's revenue.
Yeast also said fire districts
can levy a tax without the
approval of the fiscal court.

II Rain, blue mold...
FROM PAGE 1
worse for area farmers if the blue
mold keeps spreading. Late last
week, blue mold outbreaks had
been reported in 14 counties and
the state issued a blue mold
warning.
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Campbell County agricultural
extension agent Don Sorrell said
the fungus is spread by wind, and
recent weather conditions have
been highly favorable for blue
mold dissemination.
Indications of blue mold arc
yellow spots on the top side of
the tobacco leaf and white to blue
mildew on the bottom. The disease causes distortion of leaf
tissue in minor cases and death to
the plant in severe cases.
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WOMAN REPORTS ASSAULT BY BOYFRIEND
According to reports from the Murray Police Department, Patricia Foster
reported she was assaulted by her boyfriend June 8.

MAN SUMMONED TO COURT

Glen Beard reported to Murray Police that $1,388 worth of stereo equipment
was stolen from his truck June 11 while it was parked at Coach Estates

CAR RENTAL REPORTS THEFT
Ugly Duckling Rent A Car reported to Murray police that it rented a vehicle
June 12 to a person who identified himself as James D. Sanders, Humbold:,
Tenn. Sanders failed to return the vehicle. A person, using the same name,
also left Shoney's Inn without paying for a room. Both incidents are under
investigation by the Murray Police Department.

News of the World
CASEY UNDERGOES TRANSPLANT
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Gov. Robert P. Casey has "a pretty good chance of
normal life expectancy" thanks to the heart-liver transplant that was his last
hope of beating a genetic disease that was destroying his organs, a doctor
said. Surgeons said the risky 13-hour procedure Monday was essentially
flawless and the organs were working well. Casey was groggy and listed in
critical but stable condition, which is normal after a transplant. "We could
not have hoped for anything better," said Dr. John Armitage, who sewed in
the heart Monday at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. The heart
and liver from a 34-year-old man were of exceptional quality, he said

SPECTER HAS BRAIN TUMOR REMOVED
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — U.S. Sen. Aden Specter was conscious and talking
with his family within an hour after surgery to remove what doctors believe
was a benign brain tumor, his son said.
Specter, best known for his tough questioning of Anita Hill and proposing
the single-bullet theory in the John F. Kennedy assassination, was "in good
spirits and neurologically normal" after the 2'4 -hour operation Monday at
the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Shanin Specter said. The
operation came on the same day that Gov. Robert P. Casey underwent a
successul heart-liver transplant in hopes of curing a potentially fatal disease. Shanin Specter said the growth in his Lather's head apparently was a
meningioma, a slow-growing, hard tumor that is rarely cancerous. Tests to
make a final determination of whether the tumor was malignant or benign
were to take several days.

WAR CONTINUES IN AFGHANISTAN
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — The capital of Afghanistan is now popularly
known among Kabulis as the rocket capital of the world. That, and the city of
guns 'n' roses. Kabul has been terrorized by rocket-propelled bombs in the
year-old war among leaders competing for power. "We don't mind the hardships of war. But it is terrifying to hear the whistling rockets, which may kill
you today or not until the next week," said Shinkai Qazizadah, the head of
nursing in a state-run hospital. The devastation is the worst Kabul has seen
in its 217-year history as Afghanistan's capital — a history filled with palace
intrigues, assassinations, coups and two wars against the British. The guns
'n' roses nickname comes not from the rock group but from the odd juxtaposition of a destroyed city and a resolute flowering of roses at every turn.
Yellow, pink, white, crimson and red roses sprout in roadside parks and on
lawns, and sometimes from the barrels of guerrillas' guns. In the most fierce
fighting this year, up to 100 rockets rained every day between May 12 and
May 23, their high-pitch screeches followed by awesome explosions,
destruction and death.

III Faculty, staff..
FROM 'PAGE 1
"We need another coat of paint
to change the cotbr," Jackson
said. "With two coats you get a
uniform color. This is the one
thing that will make a difference
in the renovation process."
Board member Van Haverstock
added a word of caution about
allotting money for additional
renovation items.
"This won't be the first or the
lag thing that comes our way,"
he said.
In his report, Jackson told the
board attendance for the year had

ended at 95.83 percent.
"I wanted 96 percent, but we
fell a little short. This is something we can try to continue to
improve," Jackson said.
He told the board he thinks
attendance could be improved
with a stronger attendance policy.
"I have had several children
come into my office with runny

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701

INEL: -

Linda Kintleg reported to Murray police that she was assaulted on the afternoon of June 12 in front of Hardee's Restaurant, according to reports.

FROM PAGE 1
Dick Hoffman, president of
Need Line, said this is an open
meeting and all persons, busines-

Route: Main St.from N. 10th St. to Briggs& Stratton Parking Lot.

TYPE OF ENTRY orloat. Rand, Walking, Horse, etc.)

Man's
Diamond
Nugget
Ring

WOMAN REPORTS ASSAULT

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
REMEMBER.: Use Patriotic Colors When Decorating Your Entry
All participants are urged to wear patriotic dress where appropriate. _
Awards Will Be Given In The Following Categories:
• Most Patriotic •
• Most Original •
•• Best of Show •

Loretta Jobs
REALTORS
303 North 12'

Pig* wiggly
01 33 0.F6 DAY SA1 lStfi1&Mt1i:
AV' Ee AIN AT ocki

Pick 3
5-2-1
The Pick
4-14-24-33-42-45-49-52

University Square

WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR PARTICIPATION ."
ENTRY FORM DEADLINE, JUNE 24, 1993

753-7695

noses saying they were there only
because they had missed too
many days and needed a doctor's
excuse or they would get zeros,"
Crouch said. "I think that is
ridiculous."
"I'd like to see us look at
incentives for both students and
faculty and staff," Franklin said.
At the end of the meeting, the
board went into executive session'

to discuss possible litigation.
The board also:
*Listened to a report from
Margot McIntosh on the gifted/
talented program and from
Debbie Beltran extended services.
•Approved a request from
Alliance Bible Church to use
school facilities for worship services for a limited amount of
time.

*Listened to a request made by
Keith Edwards to begin a Jr. Pro
Basketball Program.

•
•

Parade Line-Up 8.30 a.m.
Parade Time 10:00 a.m.

PHONE

•

MAN ARRESTED FOR ENDANGERMENT
According to reports from the Murray Police Department, Roger Dale Hill,
Riviera Courts, was arrested June 12 and charged with two counts of firstdegree endangerment after he allegedly attempted to cut two people with a
knife.

II Need Line.

RETURN TO: Parade, P.O. Box 1327, Murray, KY 42071

ADDRESS

‘, „

MAN ARRESTED ON ALCOHOL CHARGES
Jonathan Byrd, Shady Oaks, was arrested by Murray police June 11 and
charged with alcohol intoxication and drinking an alcoholic beverage in public. He was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

CONTACT PERSON

Diamond Anniversary
Band
or

According to reports from the Kentucky State Police, Timmy L. Sholar, 33,
Hardin, received minor injuries when the tractor-trailer he was driving west
on Ky. 94 W. near Tr -City ran off the road and overturned at 10:45 a.m.
June 13. Reports indicate Shotar did not seek treatment. The accident was
investigated by Trooper George Bell.

STEREO EQUIPMENT REPORTEDLY STOLEN

Murray Optimist Club

Diamond -111 LIP Clusters

MAN INJURED IN ONE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT

Terry L. Bogard was summoned into Calloway County district court by Murray police on charges of reckless driving and resisting an order to stop a
vehicle, according to police reports.

III Ginsburg relishes...
FROM PAGE 1

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP

Your parade line-up number and line-up area will be mailed to you on June 25

Shell

•
ses, churches, clubs, etc., are
invited to have representatives at

the "Dutch treat" meeting to sec
the work of Need Line, a United
Way agency.
Need Line Board members will
assume the duties of collecting
the parking fee at the annual Arts
and Crafts Sale on July 24 and 25
at Fenton Area of Land Between
the Lakes. This annual event is
sponsored by Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority of
Murray in cooperation with TVA.
Need Line has cooperated with
the local sorority chapter in this
event for several years.
Gentry said items needed for
the Need Line food pantry
include instant potatoes, powderede milk, macroni and these,
rice, dry beans, spaghetti, spaghetti sauce and canned fruit. These
may be brought to the Need Line
office on the bottom floor of
Weaks Community Center
between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.

•
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WASIIINGTON TODAY

Fewer speeches
since honoraria
going to charity
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — It looks like being in Congress just isn't
as much fun as it used to be. It certainly isn't as profitable.
The financial disclosures of House and Senate members, released
last week, are the first since scandals forced a clampdown on what
lawmakers can take from people who aren't paying their salaries.
They can still give speeches for money, but the Senate has joined
the House in barring its members from pocketing the dough.
Since they've got to give it all to charity, guess what: It looks like
many lawmakers aren't bothering to give so many speeches any more.
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, took $23,500
for his talks in 1991. Last year, nothing. Similarly, Sen. Joseph Biden,
D-Del., went from $17,850 to zero; Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, from
$17,000 to zip.
Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas was still one of the most
popular on the lecture circuit, but he tapered back by nearly a third —
"raising" $64,100 last year for charity.
The reduced honoraria trend seemed to affect the House, too, even
though members haven't been able to keep honoraria since last year.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski,
the undisputed House honoraria
champ, reduced the intake for his favorite charities nearly $30,000, to
$80,500.
Many of those good old $2,000-a-pop speeches were at exotic locations. Coincidentally, trips seem to be down too. Of course, not everybody left the frequent flier club.
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo., made 64 speaking appearances
last year, of which 41 involved honoraria she turned over to charity.
Most also involved travel, lodging and meals provided by the sponsor.
Rep. Martin Lancaster, D-N.C., and his daughter traveled to Albertville, France, during the Winter Olympics there for a speech to M& M
Mars. The company paid his expenses and gave him S1,000, which he
donated to charity.
A striking difference between, the new disclosure forms and the old
ones is in the area of gifts.
The old ones were replete with all the odd trinkets, rugs, sixshooters, peanut sacks and bric-a-brac that well-wishers showered on
their representatives.
In almost all cases this year, the part of the form that says "gifts"
was filled in "none." One might think the nation, or at least the lobbyist community, has suddenly gone cheap.
It's impossible to say.
As part of its reform package, Congress prohibited members from
taking gifts worth more than $250. At the same time, it ended the
need to report gifts worth less than $250.
Since few gifts in the past exceeded $250, the main result appears
to be a lot of saved paperwork for lawmakers, and a lot less information for the public.
The disappearance of the gifts, combined with the decline in honoraria and travel, make it appear that lawmakers are less financially tied
to those who might want special favors from them.
That was one goal of reform. Ultimately, the goal is better
legislation.
That can't be ascertained on any form.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Images of motherhood

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 8. Chicago Tribune on gun control:
ed State, is
1.1h: American people are coming to realiie that the I
in the grip of an epidemic of violence spread from the !lairds of guns.
and the are scared.
Scared because children in man neighborhoods can't walk to
school v. ithout.worrying whether they'll he plugged in the ba.k.
Seared to the point that many elderly people no longer s'. ilk ilk' trt
in da.time. much less at night. Scared because time - sate neighhoi
hoods are now dangerous. Scared hecause the notion of a — tou,•11 —
neighhotht .4od is rum, quaint: those neighborhoods hase b:conie
tire /ones.
"Him is the import of a new national poll prepared for the Har.ard
School 01 Publie Health under a grant from the Joyce Foundation. The
surst'Y kil 1,250 adults shows the stunning impact guns ha.e on e.er.dav lit.' in merica. ...
The poll found 63 percent la.or a federal ban on sale 01 automatic
and semiautomatic guns. And sentiment for banning all handguns has
\hilted substantially, with 52 percent in Ii'. or now as opposed to 41
peic-ent three Nears ago.So with the public primed for 3C1.1(41, tVhere are the Limit:ILA
Congressional leaders haven't even scheduled the Brady Bill lor corn -mitt:: hearings; even though President Clinton has said he will sten Li
Meanwhile, more stringent gun control measures are forced to wait
until the Brady Bill comes io a sole.
Some say gun control will have to wait until after Congress considers tire president's health care plan. In fact, gun control ought to be
thought 01 as part of any serious health care agenda. Besides the
human toll, the daily stream of firearms victims rushed to emereem
rooms takes an enormous financial toll. ...
Congress, if it remains deaf to the deadly crack of gunfire in the
streets. will have to he awakened by the drumbeat of public opinion.
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June 3, Seattle Post-Intelligencer on harassment in the
schools:
The hall
of America's high schools and Junior high schools
are. .1;cording to a national survey, "daunting, sexually charged terrains where most girls and many boys can routinely expect to be
grabbed, poked, pinched or put down in explicitly sexual ways."
This crude image of the highways and byways of our schools is
drawn Irom a survey by the Louis Harris organitation for the American Association of University Women Education Foundation. It is.
titled "Hostile Hallways.— ...
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Dismayed by animal shelter rules
Dear Editor:
Recently I went to our local humane society in the hope of adopting
a kitten. I brought my three excited children (ages 2, 4 and 6) along to
help me pick one out. This was going to be our special kitten, our pct,
that we were going to welcome into our home to be part of our family,
to be cherished and well taken care of for the rest of its life.
As we looked at the various kittens and cats available at the shelter,
we were immediately confronted by a bewildering array of rules at
every turn, beginning with the admonition: "Could your kids be
quiet?" After being given some reason as to why almost each and
every one of the cats or kittens would not be suitable for our home —
ranging from "it is too young" to "it doesn't like children" — I began
to feel frustrated. Nevertheless, I selected a beautiful, well-tempered
kitten that was 3'A months old and completed the lengthy application
process (which informed me that the adoption contract was a legally
binding document), and returned home to sit and wait the perfunctory
24-hour waiting period.
Much to my dismay, on the next day I was summarily turned down
for adoption because my children were deemed to be too young, apparently posing a threat to the kitten. Unless someone comes along
quickly to adopt that beautiful kitten who can meet the extraordinary
requirements of the shelter, it will have to be euthanized. It seems it is
better to give this poor kitten a "humane" death than take a reasonable
chance on its survival in my loving home.
All this might sound like sour grapes from someone who simply
doesn't understand the heartbreaking realities of life and death at animal shelters. On the contrary, I have had considerable experience as a
volunteer at three different animal shelters in two other cities, being
involved in everything from fundraising to scooping kennel floors.
As I shared my disappointment over this decision with friends and
acquaintances, I began to discover that my experience with the animal
shelter was not out of the ordinary. I heard of numerous cases similar
to mine where animal loving pet owners were denied adoption on
similarly strict grounds.
I understind the need for some guidelines when it comes to adopting animal, but I fear, after the stories I have heard, that some animals are missing out on the opportunity of going to good, loving
homes simply because of a technicality. Have we reached the point
where we would rather euthanize an animal to follow a rile (in pursuit
of national accreditation and funding) than to take a reasonable chance
on giving it a good home? It seems to mc that these draconian rules
have reduced the choices to giving the animal a Cadillac or death. I
believe that beautiful, grey kitten that we fell in love with, sitting
there on "death row," would not mind a pickup truck.
Cathy Jones
1508 Beckett Drive, Murray

always the threat ot cracks and
actual breaks. Sonic are mend
able, some are not.
The closer she got to the huh
of her son, Theo. last Jul'., Rou:h
began to feel something, %Vas
missing from her %ase-like circa
tions. She remembered the greet•
ware doll figures that can he
bought commercially and deci,kd
to try some of those in tier seulp
tures. It felt right, :h.-cording io
the artist. It as at that point that
baby heads began to emerge Nom
the sculptures.
"I made many of these piece,
before the baby was born, she
says, remarking that the gleeil
ware
faces bear a striking
resemblance to Theo as an inlant.
"They show motherhorid AS part
of a chain of events as (Ad as his
tory itself," she claim:,
Roush's "Mother's 1)3.pieces were on display At the
Yciser Art Center from May 9 lo
June 13. After that. somc of th..
fantastic sculptures s ill he ex bited at Two Street Studio, Soeah
2nd Street, Paducah. For as!dt
tonal information abouti ti
work, contact the gallery .
502-443-25X2. -

Walking into a gallery full of
artist Sarah Roush's recent works
MAIN STREET
is like entering the delivery room
of a hospital that specializes in
birthing babies conceived in
myth. Roush's fantastic ceramic
sculptures feature womblike
Constance Alexander
enclosures from which unsuspectLedger & Times columnist
ing babies sprout. Eyes closed,
fists clasped more tightly than
Following her instinct and
new rosebuds, the infants emerge tainty of motherhood. Some of
allowing the creative process to
silently, unaware of the perils the pieces reflect the traditional
take over, Roush allowed fins to
that surround them. There are pose of madonna and child, but
bud on the thick trunk-like sides •
thorns, horned creatures, and the similarity ends when the
of the sculptures. "That's when
slimy tongues of lizards to wel- mother is given a beak for a nose
come the little ones into the and water lilies for hands. the vases started erupting," the
world once they open their eyes. "There's an untold side of artist says. Vertebrae formed and
the feet gave way to other, more
motherhood," the artist declares.
Gerber Babies they're not.
tortured, appendages.
Paducah's Yeiser Art Center "There's ambivalence and suffer"They started getting a lot like
ing,
more
than
just
joy."
recently exhibited Roush's works
body parts," Roush observes
In her talk Friday night, Sarah
under the title, "Mother's Day,"
mildly, adding that lips, claws,
and the exhibition began on that Roush detailed the evolution of
and other less identifiable physiSunday. Executive director of the her work from painting and printcal traits became recognizable
center Dan Carver describes the making to ceramic sculpture. Her
too.
included
ceramics
display as "exciting, challenging first efforts at
Sarah describes the process she
and dramatic," not your usual taking the image of a fish from
uses to make her ceramic creaMother's Day fare. He also her prints and transferring it to
tions as peculiarly feminine since
admits that the unconventional ceramic tiles. Nearly-flat tiles
three-dimensional
she
uses a balloon encased in
to
way
sculptures left some viewers gave
cylinders — "vases" you might panty hose to make an armature
shaking their heads.
The artist, who became a
call them, except that they began for the clay. After that, the pieces
mother for the third time just a
to develop feet and spring rup- arc fired repeatedly as various.
colors are applied. Throughout
year ago, explains that this body
tures that would prevent them
the exacting process, there is
of work arose out of,the unccr- from being functional.

Veto by Jones encouraging
FRANKFORT - For all his political naivete in developing and
promoting his failed health-care
reform plan in the recent_ special
legislative session, Gov. Brewton
Jones has never misunderstood the
enormous pressures that can be
brought on the General Assembly
by the state's health-care interests.
He showed that understanding and an encouraging willingness to
act - last week when he vetoed a
portion of the single bill passed by
the special session,a provider tax to
finance the state's portion of Medicaid.
During the legislative session,the
Kentucky Hospital Association
convinced a majority of members
that hospitals had to have $120
million a year from the provider tax
to pay theth for indigent care. At
one point, the hospitals wanted
$170 million, even though state
officials believe indigent care costs
hospitals only about $80 million a
year.
Jones vetoed the $120 million
set-aside in the bill and said all
hospitals will be required to document the care they give poor patients before the state will reimburse
them. If the state's small, rural
hospitals are hurt by the new requirement, Jones, promised help.
Now that the special legislative/
executive task force to develop
another health-care plan is organized and working, with Jones an
active member, the intensity of

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Stjnolicated columnist
lobbying by the hospitals in the
special session will expand to include every other interest group.
They'll be determined to have their
own particular stamp on the outcome and that isn't necessarily best
for the consumers of health care in
Kentucky.
So, Jones is going to have to be
especially vigilant in the months
ahead to keep an eye out,for more of
the kind of self-interest influence
legislators bowed to in the special
session.
As painful as it might be, he also

would have pi.kcd ii do lust tr..ir.
although former t'sdiitii.. k I nlities
lobbyist Jay Spurrier was thought
generally to he less smarmy than he
turned out to he.
the great surprise was
It
.the penny -ante amounts lawmakers •
were m,ill ing to take for selling their
votes. The capital city cynic. 5.1,
that only indicates they were dealhas to be prepared to wield his vet(
ing in volume sales, but th,Jesri
lamer if those interests and legisla
proof of that.
tors get carried away at the public's
With former state 5-.11 Art
expense.

Anyone who's been around
Frankfort and state government
very long (too long?)couldn't claim
to be especially surprised at most of
the names that have been tied into
the federal BOPTROT investigation
of corruption here.
By and large, the ones who got
caught giving and taking bribes to
influence legislation on a racing
issue were the very ones veterans

Just drop us a line •••
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doubles-paced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Schmidt, R -Cold
ditferent.

5pm tie.

it

./..i-

Even thougli

knew he'd been interYiewed l's the
FBI that !anions April 19,00 day
they swooped down Ofi the Capit.1
and there had been widespread
speculation he had problems,
Schmidt's indictment last w eek ;IS
a sad surprise nonetheless
Officially charged with conceal
mg information in that inter.iew
with the FBI, Schmidt says hell
plead guilty to the charge. Ile didn't
tell agents he'd taken $200 in cash
from former Sen. John Hall at a Las
Vegas convention in 1990.
His lawyers say Schmidt thought
the money was repayment of a loan
to Hall and that Schmidt was frightened by the taped FBI interrogation.
Whatever the explanation, a distinguished 26-year legislatise career ended with disgrace.
Such a waste. Such a lesson for
those who follow him,if only they'll
pay attention.
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, June 15
Murray Planning Commission/7
,
City Hall
'Knights of. Columbus
Pingo
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
1„f,.~53 0052
Murray Optimist Club/6 - 3 0
v. Ill II iicplc.c Restaurant
Mcoholics A nun)mousiopen meeting/a
;•n Aniern.an Legion Hall, South Sixth
And Maple Streets
south Pleasant Grose United Methodist
ChJr,h Bible SLhoo116:30 p m.
New Providence Baptist Church Bible
N.tio,:1/7 pm
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
pm
Kirksey Baptist Church Bible School/6
ill

('alloway County Middle School Youth
',cis-ice Center seminar/6.30 p.m./school
Lens

Quilt Lovers,'6 p.m./Calloway County
singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
p n, ;Chamber of Commerce building.
f;:to;Parnela, 753-76311, or Jeanne.
0224
Bereavement Support Group/4:30
• Morray-Calloway County Hospital.
1389
‘tirray TOPS, Kentucky #34/First Preran Church/weigh-in/6 p.m.,
pm. Info/753-01354.
alioway County Fire District No. 6/Eire
•
on Sycamore Street, Murray/7
Wednesday, June 16
sturray Board of Zoning
1.11mcnts)6 15 pm./City Ball
Calloway -County Public Library cvcnts
Parents and Twos/9;30 a.m. and
Mr• Ilour/10 An am.
('hurch Women Initcd Song Fest/2:30
p itt :Lem Ferrace Lodge
Ladies Golf at Murray Country Club/9:30
pm
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Member•::ticst Dal. .with golf at 5a am

Alpha Mu special
sale will be held
Lit . the Steffen home
A trash and Treasure Sale,
..;ponsored by Alpha Mu #4760,
Sigma Alpha International sorority members, will be
Saturday. June 19, started at 7
j us. at the home of Helen Stef;•,•ii, 1542 Whippoorwill Dr., in
\la:tit Heights Subdivision,
Nirieie1/4.•ri or more faniilies will
rarlicipatc in this tund-raising
rrii.j.e,:t tor local charities. Men's,
Aiimen's and children's clothes
ill be available in assorted
1..•e.s. Many pieces of furniture
irk-1,1,1111g a sofa, a door, a large
tv.o cabirrets, odds and
'mils of kitchen equipment will be
,Ad. Also featured will be curtains, ;jewelry, 1111 pieces, clip
,...irrings, dishes, glasses, knives,
rots and plans, clock radio, puwall decorations and plants.

Wednesday, June 16
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/II a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Infof753-8136 or 435-4314.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Ilospital/Piggly Wiggly, Murray/
830-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
33-yaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf League/8 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Bible School/6:30 p.m.
New Providence Baptist Church Bible
Seh,,,,117 p tn.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
Schou1/7 p m
Kirksey Baptist Church Bible School/6
pm
West Fork Baptist Churdh Bible
School/9 a.m
Glendale Road Church of Christ events
include Bible School/9:30 a.m. and Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Young-at-ilean potluck and meeting/
noon
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.; Session
mectingf7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Adult Bible Study, Baptist Men, Youth
Group activities and Children's Choirf7
P.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer. Group/10 a.m.
First Christian Church events include
Reunion Group/9 a.m.; Evangelism
Committcc/noon; Chancel Choir/7 p.m.
First, Baptist Church events include
Library open/6:15 p.m.; _Klaymata, World
Changers/630 p.m.; Business meeting
and Children's Super Summer
Studies/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choirf7:45
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
King's Kids, Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, and - Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classesn p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/I 0 30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Ilomeplace; Planetarium Show/I1
a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor Center.

Song Fest will
be Wednesday
at Fern Terrace
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will
have its monthly song fest on
Wednesday, June 16, at 2:30 p.m.
at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Sarah Van Meter, song leader,
and Mildred Smith, pianist, invite
the public to come and be a part
of this song fest with the residents and staff at Fern Terrace.
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Calloway County Division of the American Heart Association
will hold its annual awards meeting on Friday, June 18, at 7 p.m. in
Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospiy. David Randall,
Ph.D. will be the guest speaker. The public is invited to attend this
meeting as "we honor our many outstanding volunteers for their hard
work in our fight to reduce disability and death due to cardiovascular
disease," a member said.

Alzheimer's meeting Friday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Friday, June
18, from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. 'Current Research in Dealing with Common Behaviors' will be discussed by Barbara J. Helm, M.A. Information Coordinator, Alzheimer's Disease Research Center, University of Kentucky. Free sitter service during
meetings is provided by Shared Care Adult Day Program by contacting
Debbie Hill at 753-0576 or MCCH Home Care Services at 762-1537 by
Thursday at 4 p.m. For more information contact Joretta Randolph,
753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at 762-1100.

Men's Stag Night Thursday
Men's Stag Nighl Golf Scramble and Dinner will be Thursday, June 17, at
Murray Country Club. The dinner menu will be steak, salad, baked potato,
vegetable, roll and dessert for $9 per person. Reservations for the dinner
should be made by Wednesday night by calling 753-6113. Reservations for
the golf scramble should be made by calling 753-9430.

Janet Wilson and
James Tincher to marry

MHS Class of 1984 plans meeting

Wedding planned June 26
Miss Janet Wilson"and James Tincher announce their engagement
and approaching marriage.
The vows will be said in a ceremony on Saturday, June 26, at 4
p.m. at Bellview Baptist Church, Lone Oak. Dr. Lee James will
officiate.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Hospital reports released
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June
11, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Latham baqby boy, parents, Camala
and Michael, 1578 Everlasting
Springs, Cadiz;
Potts baby girl, parents, Tammy and
Eric, Rt. 1, Box 158-1, Fancy Farm;
Elkins baby girl, parents, Melissa
and Ray. Rt. 7, Box 141, Mayfield;
Walker baby boy, parents, Amy and
Gary, Rt. 3, Box 363, Fulton.
Dismissals
Miss Sylvesta Dodd, 1399 Johnson
Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Myra Mayer, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; Ms. Anne E.
Rose, 821 Hurt Dr., Murray;
Leo Alexander, 1412 Dudley, Murray; Mrs. Lila T. Braddy, Rt. 2, Box 45,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Billy Hutcherson,
916 Riggins, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Bertha Culpepper, Rt. 8, Box
560, Murray; David Armando Lay, 302
South 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Linda L. Clifford, P.O. Box 36,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Elizabeth L.
Schroader, Rt. 7, Box 1240, Murray;
Mrs. Wanda J. Hoffman, HC Rt. 1,
Box 255, New Concord; Mrs. Judith J.
Daniels, Rt. 1, Box 186, Almo.
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, June 12, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Cirrito baby boy, parents, Rae and
Michael, Rt.)/ Box 37A, Calvert City.
Dismissals
Bradley -C. Whyte, Rt. 8, Box 168,
Benton; Miss Suzie Ann Cox, 232 Fairview St., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Belinda
Jean Perry, Rt. 2, Box 198, Murray;

Mrs. Tarnara L. Scillion, Rt. 7, Box
590, Benton; Mrs. Kimberly Wheeler,
HCR 75, Box 30, New Concord; Mrs.
Susie Matheny, Rt. 1, Box 78, Murray;
Mrs. Fara Humphreys, 223 North
Eighth St., Apt. B, Mayfield; Pat W.
Carraway, 724 Fairlane, Murray; Mrs.
Tommie E. Turner, 722 Nash Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs.; Mildred Burpoe, 609 South
11th St., Murray; Mrs. Rupane Morton,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Mary Sue Simmons, Murray.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, June
13, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Redden baby boy, parents, Tonya
and Darrell, P.O. Box 74, New
Concord;
O'Bryan baby boy, mother, Alice
Morton, Rt. 7, Box 58, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Wanda Sue Allen, 2108 South
West Dr., Murray; Mrs. Melissa H. Elkins and baby girl, Rt. 7, Box 141,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Camala S. Latham and baby
boy, 1578 Everlasting Spring, Cadiz;
Brian K. Moran, Rt. 4, Box 335, Fulton;
Robert G. Webb, NCR 300A, New
Concord; Mrs. Gail Shirley Duncan,
49A Shady Oaks, Murray;
Mrs. Annie H. Burton, P.O. Box 93,
Sedalia; William R. Furches, 604 Poplar St., Murray;
Clintes Black, Rt. 7, Box 162, Murray; James H. Garrison, 2005 Gatesborough, Murray,
Karl J. Hoover, Rt. 5, Box 995, Murray; Mrs. Mary R. Sykes, 1308 Sycamore St., Murray.

Murray High School Class of 1984 will meet Thursday, June 17, at 6 p.m.
at the home of Liz Fain Darnell. This will be a planning meeting for the
10-year reunion to be held in 1994. For more information or directions to the
home call Darnell at 753-6805 or Lanette Hopkins Kingins at 436-2916, both
after 5 p.m.

Christian Singles changes meeting day
Christian Singles Group has changed its weekly meeting from Monday to
Thursday and from Glendale Road Church of Christ to the home at 800
North 20th St., Murray. The next meeting at this new location will be Thursday, June 17, at 7 p.m. All singles, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more information call
Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

MHS Classes plan 60th reunion
Murray High School Classes of 1933 and 1934 will have a 60th class
reunion on Saturday, July 3. The members will have a morning get-to-gether
from 9 a.m. to noon at Community Room of North Branch of !peoples Bank.
This will be followed an evening meal at 6:30 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray.
Any graduates desiring to attend should have their reservations in by Tuesday, June 15, or •contact Hatton Garner, 753-3083, or Margaret Blalock,
753-3659.

California Connection plans event
The -California Connection is planning a picnic to be held at Playhouse in
the Park platform in Murray-Calloway County Park on Saturday afternoon,
June 19. The group was organized in 1990 and its members are composed
of people who have at one time lived in California, and who now reside in
Murray or Calloway County. Anyone who would like to join the California
Connection can get more information by phoning 759-1337.

Art Workshop planned Thursday
An Art Workshop for-kids of all ages will be conducted on Thursday, June
17, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library, Main
Street, Murray. The lesson this week will be 'Plaster Creations' with students to engrave, model and carver plaster to make sculptures and jewelry.
An extensive amount of drawing materials will be available for the students'
use and drawing techniques will be demonstrated. Cost for each class will
be $15 per person or $20 for two-friends or family members. To sign up,
please call Lynn Warren at 489-2751.

Buffet and dancin planned
Ken ake State Park will have 'its barbecue buffet

and line dancing on
Thursday, June 17. The buffet will be served from 5 to 9 p.m. in the dining
room. Deb Poe will instruct the dances from 7 to 10 p.m.

Freedom Fest Pageants planned
The Mr. and Miss Freedom Fest 1993 is scheduled for Saturday, June 26,
at Calloway County High School. Registration for ages 0 to 12 will be from 8
to 9 a.m. with the pageant at 9:30 a.m.; and registration for ages 13 and up
will be at 5:30 p.m. with pageant at 6 p.m. Awards will be presented in various categories. The contestant named as Miss Freedom Fest will receive a
four foot trophy, large star crown, satin banner, flowers, $100 savings bond
and three tickets to Patty Loveless & Radney Foster concert. The winner will
be required to attend all Freedom Fest activities or forfeit her crown and
prizes. Jane Marie's Dance Studio will present a dance scholarship. For
more information call Maryann Cathey, 435-4382, or Jana Barnett,
753-0137, after 5 p.m.

Family and school reunion planned
The Cook Family and

Vinson School Reunion will be Saturday, June 26,
at the Hazel Community Center at Hazel. This is an all day get-to-gether for
sharing conversation, old pictures and scrapbooks any one wants to bring to
the event. A potluck lunch will be served about 1 p.m., but persons may
come early and stay late. A special welcome is extended to new families
and the Downs family members from between-the-rivers who will be attending that have not previously been with the group.

Writers' Day Camp
now in progress
at Murray State

Introducing

Debbie A. Dietz
Skin Care Consultant
representing

Estee Lauder
at

The Cherry Branch
Debbie is a licensed cosmetologist with extensive training and
expertise as an Estee Lauder consultant.
Call today to reserve your spot for a free make-up consultation with
new colors and techniques.
Call 753-8272 and ask for Debbie for your free analysis.
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A Day Camp for Young Writers is being held this week on
the campus of Murray State
University.
Twenty-five upper elementary
school students are participating
in this first Murray State Writing
Camp, intended to serve young
people of various ability levels,
given them playful experiences
with writing undertaken in a
relaxed atmosphere.
The writing campers are writing stories and poems, making
book covers for their own wriuen
work, and swimming each day at
the University Pool.
The activities will be culminated on Friday, June 18, when
students will read their work at
an afternoon reception in Room
307 of Wilson Hall, MSU.
The camp is co-funded by
Murray State University College
of Humanistic Studies, Department of English and by the Council on Higher Education's Campus Serve Grant. The purpose of
the grant is to provide community
service through state universities.
Camp Coordinator is Michael
Morgan, assistant professor of
English at Murray State University. For information call Morgan
at 762-4536 or 759-4534.
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Opal didn't want to own the biggesi store in town...

Or the smallest.
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Just the best.

INTRODUCING A STORE WITH THE
NATIONAL RESOURCES OF SEARS AND
THE LOCAL SERVICE OF MURRAY'S
OPAL HART.
Many of you were satisfied customers
of Opal's Sears Catalog store. Opal's new
Sears Murray is even better.
It's a new combination of the best
brands of lawn and garden equipment,
electronics and appliances. You'll be able to
see Kenmore, Whirlpool, Sony, GE and
Craftsman, all under one roof.
You'll have Sears national guarantees and
the lowest monthly payments in the industry:

•( ha Sears( harge PI lIS

And 01(ourse, with Murray's
Opal Hart as owner, you'll have her
personal commitment to customer
satisfaction. She guarantees low prices and
very friendly service.
Opal Hart decided on a store that's
big enough to have what you want... but small
enough to care whayou are. Alter d 1 1, she's
your neighbor. Why not stop by and say hello
to Opal at her new Sears Murray.
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ANNOUNCING
OF YOUR NEW
NEW COMBINATION OF THE
BEST BRANDS, INCLUDING
KENMORE AND CRAFTSMAN

GUARANTEED
FRIENDLY
SERVICE

PERSONAL
COMMITMENT TO
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

ANEW LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED SUPERSTORE

OUR GRAND
OPENING
STARTS
THURSDAY,
JUNE 17,AT
8:00 A.M.

22811

Kenmore

i.118111111%,
,

•

l'•••
t amasser

mr-o.

rsCpair
per
*16 csmfoonfthth•eo7n29Sv

1

rge

/ ON ALL
SAVE 50%
VACUUM CLEANER BAGS TO FIT
KENMORE, EUREKA, HOOVER
AND MANY MORE BRANDS

LARGE CAPACITY-0-CYCLE DRYER
_

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
11-CYCLE WASHER

1.25-4.98

29.99

399.99

5000 5i
4500 4601

Through June 24

Through June 24

• Self-cleaning lint filter
• Bleach & fabric softener dispenser
• Dual action agitator

• 4 temperature settings
• End-of-cycle signal
0. Top-mount lint filter

Reg 2 SO • 997

--7Vac bags. 3-pk.

1.25
/ 8 pk micron. 4.98 15-pk .4.98
,

'SAVE

$82

SAVE

Kenmore

70
$ON
THE
PAIR

A

LOWEST
PRICE
EVER!

$10

LARGE CAPACITY WASHER

$199

Through June 26

Through June 26

• 2 cycles
• 3 water temperatures

• 3 cycles
• Top-mount lint screen

16715,

ULTRA WASHTM II DISHWASHER AMERICA'S BEST DISHWASHING SYSTEM

LARGE CAPACITY DRYER

$249
310i

Kenmore

per month'on SearsChorge
Pt.US for the $448 pair

$la, per month,on
SeorsChave

$3813

Electric modil I only available

through June 26

• Delay start option
• Water miser and pots & pans cycle
• Jumbo silverware basket

63101

Appliance prices are for white Color, Connectors extra Gas dryers 0 ces higher Dishwasher installation extra Icemaker hookup e tra. tTotal capacity

•See below for important credit details Each of these advertised ems is readily available for sale as advertised. Most

Kenmore
SAVE $30
Kenmore

an&
•1111111.

••

29.99

KitcheniAicir

HOOVER

EUREKA

SAVE $72

SAVE $80

SAVE $80

SAVE $72

SAVE $150
!Kenmore

FACTORY
INSTALLED
ICEIVIAKER
SAVE VD

$.21'

Whirlpool

rger items inventoried in warehouses. Allow reasonable time for delivery

41Miy.
OM,

Air Alp,

t
a
*

tht

Kenmore'

111PPRI1

Kenmore'

LOVVES
PRICE
OF THE
YEAR!

LOWEST
PRICE
EVER!

93121

599.99 TwhhroortJunreelr2x6

'377

999.99

18.2-cu. ft. refrigerator. Adlustabie 21.6-cu ft refrigerator
glass shelves gallon door storage
the d, •
•

SAVE'40

EACH
ACH

Kenmore

SAVE $40

Kenmore

----------------5
' r-------------:::::_
• i----------------:
----------...
. /..C.,
, ,:-----:E.

YOUR CHOICE

329.99 ThIOU9h Jun..

199.99

12.8-cu ft chest Of 11.7-cu.ft. upright freezer with ad; cold control

8 000-BTU air condoner •

OWNED AND OPERATED BY:
OPAL HART

a
!YAK

•

f
37999

499.99 rrrroug, June 26 White
30-in, electric range with
self-cleaning. automatic over

SAVE $50
Kenmore

s
LOVVEST
PRICE
EVER!

ammo
Through June 26
09

5.000-BTU air conditioner -

SAVE 900

23GSi
,
t..181

•

••IA
1

9

30-in. sealed burner gas range
with el.
timer
•

LOWEST
PRICE
EVER!

-=
........
------------------L' ---------------------:

Through June 26 White

Kenmore

[Kenmore'

AI
----.**
===

13328

399_99

Through June 26

30-in, gas range with extra large
oven,seamless upswept cooktop

SAVE'50

SLEEP COOL

71721

*377

Through June 26

30-in, self-cleaning electric
range with automatic oven.

64531

63321
ii30 3157)

6385 1

ON BOARD
C
ArTACMIMEN,

33180

gavel
8.5-amp Bravo,'" upright vacuum
'note air filtration
I year supply of Writhe

BEL-AIR CENTER
MURRAY, KY
753-2310

reextrce

LARGECAPACIT

*129

89178t4
ih,OughIfle

28

33385

Peg 16999

8.5-amp upright vacuum with
on-board tools, edge cleaner

STORE HOURS:
MON.-SAT.
9 A.M.-6 P.M.

199.99

9.4re 26
aulo:1
erg
Th
e

5.0-peak HP cannister vacuum
with Power-Mate'`. Swivel hose

149.99

erinth
th
e
9olre 26

1.2-cu. ft. microwave oven
with 750 watts popcorn key

y NO purchase necessary to enter or Ck, . ze Open to US 1011,1.
.
"a,0y04103 of Soars Roebuck ond Co its subsidoce,es affikotes agencies and rrPr,b0rS or 'he
mmedrate hOuSenCildS 04 Such employees ore not eligible VOid where prohibited HOW TO FNTE4
,n an official entry form print your norne compiete oddrets and telephone number Deposit
ampleted entry form in the drop bon located of participating Sears stores between June 4 1991
,nd July I 1993 Limit one entry per person per day Ohio and Michigan residents ONLY may enin•
try hand printrng
name complete oddross and telephone number on a 3 in .S in piece
paper and moihng it fob, received by 711/9310 Sears Brand Central Dealer Sweepstake% 111'
keveriy Rood E2 3725 Hoffman Estates IL 60179 No mechanical reproductions perm
sweepstakes ends on July 1 1993 PRIZES On or about July 5th a random draw,ng Ly,r ,
determine the winner of the Sony 20 in TV 1041306) valued at 39999 oral the I3c A
.
.diued of SI15 GENERAL Tales on prizes ore soirs responsipiiity of the w r,p,s By pa,
entrants ogre* to these waits and decisions 01 fudges which ore final inail 'ewe( ts

1

.641.
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GRAND OPENING
SEARS STORE
WE'LL MEET OR BEAT
ANY COMPETITOR'S
CURRENT ADVERTISED PRICE

MANY ITEMS
AVAILABLE TO
TAKE HOME TODAY

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF LAWN
AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT,
APPLIANCES AND ELECTRONICS

RELIABLE PRODUCT REPAIR
SERVICE BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE SELL...NATIONWIDE

Bring their current ad 10 any Sears store.
Otter excludes cleoronce, closeouts & catalog.

•FREE GIFT TO
THE FIRST 200
CUSTOMERS!
II REGISTER
TO WIN!

12.5-HP, 38-IN.
LAWN TRACTOR

LOWEST
PRICE
'1441"11EVER!
4
• ail

$21

per month& on
UorsCharge PLUS

977.99

4

Reg 119999 Through June 26

• OHV engine with cast-iron liner
• 5-speed transoxle
• 23.5-in. turning radius
Bagger sold separately. 229.99

A Sony 20-in. color TV - a '399 value!
Or an RCA Compact Disc/AM-FM
stereo boom box - a '115 value!

Tractors require some assembly

See below for complete contest dells

CRAFTSMANI

A. 2 LUX, 8MM
CAMCORDER

THE MOST
POWERFUL
REAR BAG
POWERPROPELLED
MOWER
WE'VE EVER
SOLD!

749.99
Itiri,,,Th Juno

19

•8X power zoom lens
•Remote control
39.99

B. 1 LUX VHS FULLSIZE CAMCORDER

699.99
Through

.

•12X power zoom lens
•Built-in 4-watt color
enhancement light
69.99
r, • :;;,
••••-• •

5.3-HP, 22-IN. REAR BAG POWERPROPELLED MOWER

299.99

r-RECCITON

3 DAYS ONLY!
3 for 3.99

Through June 26
Peg 39999

• Hi-Tech Eager-1 engine for one-pull starts
• Front wheel gear drive for greater maneuverability
• Mulch, catch or discharge with optional clipping deflector

Recoton T-120 VHS
video tape

'limited warranty for fume specified See store for details

TV screen sizes measured diagonally Reception simulated

RC/1

MAGNAVOX
REMOTE

I

•r•

219.99

',rough

43013 42013

June 19

tAlr 5P91930W)

CRAFTSMAN'

REMOTE

319.99

aPR254061)
lone iv

SAVE $30

VCR

I.

A

649.99 7:,°eur

299.99

27-in. Surround Sound TV.
On-screen menu z. ./ jacks

Tabletop stereo.
Catender, dual ca

SAVE $22-$42

"
4te on; •

189.99

249.99

VCR

4 head VCR

SAVE $30

SAVE $5
CRAFTSMAN

CRAFTSMAN

CRAFTSMAN

SAVE *40
[-nen

inimm. gm/42403,

19-in cable-compatible color TV 25-in. cable-compatible TV.
On-screen menu and display
"• , • r'screen displays

SAVE $10-$15

SPECIAL

kyl CoIl
SONY-

LAWN-BOY

01710114/ILT*

SAVE $400

CRAFTSMAN

-**
79864

CRAFTSMAN

34.99 11V9 4999 a,,,M
16-in. electric
Bushwackerrm
hedge
trimmer.

13562

Through June 26
20-in. electric
Peg 1 5999
129.99
,
BushwackerTm
22-in., 21-CC gas Bushwacker
dual blade
er.
hed•e trimmer. hedge t •

CRAFTSMAN:7
Fiac=mar

97.99

hoop C140lCE
Through June 26

74.997a,

32-CC gas blower. Reg 119 99
15-in. 21-CC aos Weed ac Ker
4-in, gas chain sow. Reg 139 99 line trimmer. Semi auto line teed

1999.99

4-HP. 20-on puth mower
•' .F (J1,(

18-HP, 44-in garden tractor

OR YOUR MONEY BACK ©Sears, Roebuck and Co. )993
YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
010dvertised items When
IMPORTANT CREDIT DETAILS Scii•s to, d•I•very or

ItemS at most larger stores SOTO Molar appliances
electronics available by special order at smaller stores

Reductions from regular pnces unless otherwise stated
Items not descnbed as reduced Of at special purchases
ore of r*g price Special purchases ore not reduced
arid are limited in quantity Prices do not include delis
erli unless specified Environmental Surcharges extra

We rry to have adequate StOCht

out of stocks occur you have a Choice 1) a raincheck
or 2) a substitute item at the some percentage discount if
?he IteErl was reduced or 3) on Gaud or better item at the
odvertised price if the item was not reduced Excludes
,rnited offers special orders and items not normally
available at your Sears

7hrough lane lit
Pea 239955

169.99

ristallot,on not included in monthly payments shown
Actual monthly payment can vary depending on

your account balonce S400 minimum purchase re °Lilted to open a SearsChorg• PLUS account Monthly
POVinittflt1 not opplicable to Discover cord

' 'r

7.*

•

[no •

*copCo0‘07me'

'SEARS

;

.• -...4.41214.
IP
s •

V.
,
•
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SEC transfer Anderson
brings ability to Murray
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger it Times Sports Editor

Bulls, Suns let go of Game 3;
focus on Wednesday's game

Murray State assistant coach
Ken Roth said Anderson is in
"fine shape academically, he
just wasn't haptrio with the
basketball part of it (school)."
In his only full season with
the Bulldogs, Anderson averaged 6.5 points and 4.1
rebounds per game while reaching double figures in scoring
nine - times. He recorded highs
in points (15) and rebounds (8)
against Kentucky in February of
1992. Anderson shot 47 percent
from the field and 62.3 percent
from the free throw line in the
Bulldogs' 15-13 campaign.
Anderson was a four-year
starter at Westover High School
in Albany. He helped pace the
Patriots to a 99-16 record in his
four seasons, including back-toback Georgia AAA state
championships during his junior

Murray State basketball
coach Scott Edgar beefed up his
future baseline by adding one of
the Southeastern Conference's
premier freshmen of two seasons ago.
Greg Anderson, a 6-15,
210-pound small forward from
Albany. Ga.. comes to Murray
State after starting 22 games as
a true freshman at Mississippi
State during the '91-'92 season.
Anderson played in only the
first six games a year ago
before leaving the Mississippi
State basketball team.
As a transfer from -a fouryear school. Anderson must sit
out the 1993-94 season at Murray State. He will, however, be
able to practice with the Racers
and have two years of eligibili• TURN TO PAGE 9
ty remaining.

By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

GREG ANDERSON

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Bucs' Van Slyke injured in 8-3 loss
By The Associated Press
Any thoughts the Pittsburgh
Pirates may have had about a
fourth straight NL East title vanished ,when Andy Van Slyke
crashed into a wall in St. Louis
and broke his collarbone.
The four-time Gold Glove winner in center field was about the
only player left from the Pirates'
divisional domination, even
though they never advanced to a
World Series. Barry Bonds and
Doug Drabek left after last season. Bobby Bonilla and John
Smiley departed the year before.
Van Slyke was hitting .322 and
led the Pirates in home runs and
RBIs. Now Pittsburgh will have
to do without him for at least
eight weeks after he was injured
Monday night in an 8-3 loss to
the Cardinals.
With the Pirates 16% games

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Gaines
Philadelphia 10, Montreal 3
New York 7, Atlanta 4
Chicago 6, Florida 3
St. Louis 8, Pittsburgh 3
Los Angeles 9, Colorado 4
out and behind everybody in the
division but New York, it wasn't
looking too good for another title,
anyway. Now it's as bleak as it
gets.
"We can't lose him," pitcher
Denny Ncagle said. "That's the
worst thing that can happen."
The defeat was the Pirates'
fifth straight and eighth in nine
games. They had just been swept
by the Florida Marlins and now
they face two months without
Van Slyke.
Pittsburgh led 3-1 when Van
Slyke went hard after a drive by

St. Louis' Erik Pappas in the
fourth. He got his glove on the
ball, but it glanced off it and into
a row of bushes just beyond the
wall for a two-ruh homer, Pappas' first in the major leagues.
Van Slyke was down on the
warning track for several
m tes. then w ,-ed off the field
favoring his right side.
The Cardinals then went wild
as Gregg Jeffries added a two-run'
homer in the fifth and they added
three in the seventh off knucklebailer Tim Wakefield, making his
first relief appearance since being
bounced from the rotation.
Jefferies is 25 for 50 in his last
12 games and leads the Cardinals
in batting, hits, home runs, runs
scored, RBIs and stolen bases.
"That's ridiculous," Pappas
said. "You can't do that."
St. -Louis has won four of its
last five and done so with hitting.

CHICAGO — The thrills have
faded. The bodies are rested.
Triple overtime is a sweet but
distant memory for Phoenix. The
Chicago Bulls still control the
NBA finals.
They have an aroused Michael
Jordan on their side and a goal of
winning their third straight title
by Friday night.
Hanging on through three overtimes to beat the Bulls 129-121
on Sunday night cheered the Suns
and eliminated the stigma of a
possible sweep. But Chicago
leads the best-of-7 series 2-1
going into Wednesday night's
game.
"It was a dramatic, memorable
win," Phoenix coach Paul
Westphal said Monday, "but it's
just one game. I wish it counted
double for all the minutes we had
to play, but it doesn't."
"They have to realize they
needed three overtimes to beat

us." Chicago's Scottie Pippen
said. "I don't think they can take
confidence from that.Neither is it encouraging to
know that Jordan -may be more
pumped up than normal Wednesday night after missing 24 shots
in Game 3 and hearing praise for
Kevin Johnson's defense against
him.
"It's some sort of wakeup
call," Jordan said of Chicago's
first home playoff loss of the
year. "I take (Johnson) seriously,
but I don't see him as a defensive
stopper."
Jordan did score 44 points
Sunday night., but made only 6 of
20 shots after the third quarter.
He blamed that on fatigue rather
than Westphal's pregame decision to have Johnson rather than
Dan Majerle guard him.
The Suns, wary of firing up
Jordan, went out of their way
Tuesday to heap praise on him.
Johnson brushed off a question of
whether he had frustrated Jordan.
"You're not going to bait me

into that. Whatever happened.
I'm glad it happened the way it
did," he said.
Westphal was even more
cautious.
Jordan. he gushed, "is the
greatest player of all time. He's
the greatest point guard of all
time. He's the greatest (off)
guard of all time. He's the greatest small forward of all time and
he's probably up there in the top
five at power forward and center.
"He's an unbelievable player.
I don't think even Michael can
guard Michael."
The Bulls' reliance on Jordan
and Pippen at critical times backfired Sunday. They took 34 of
Chicago's 51 shots after the third
quarter and 78 of 130 for the
game.
But they were pooped during
the overtimes and their shooting
showed it.
"You'll see more of a team
game" Wednesday night, ChicaIN TURN TO PAGE 9

Sir Charles armed with tale
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer

CHICAGO — It's Leeds,
Ala., the year 2018.
Charles Barkley arrives home
from th‘ golf
)urse
Exhausted, he plops down on
the sofa, but is interrupted when
his grandson and granddaughter
hops up on his lap, begging for
a story.
"Grandpa Charles, tell us
about when you hurt your arm
and played three overtimes
against the Chicago Bulls.
Please, grandpa Charles."
Barkley remembers his version of a game 25 years before.
"I could barely walk that
morning. The doctors went in
there, sewed my arm on. It was

ripped off in a tractor-trailer
accident. They sewed my arm
on, I could barely lift it above
my knee.
"By game time, I was able to
get those rebounds and score
those points. 1 lked the doctoi
into letting me play. He wasn't
going to let me. He said, 'Charles, you can't go, you just can't
go.' I said, 'But doctor, I've got
to go. We're down two-zip.
Please, doe, please.' But he said
no until I started screaming and
crying."
That was Barkley's futuristic
version Monday of -his performance Sunday night in the
Phoenix Suns' 129-121 tripleovertime victory that left Chicago with a 2-1 lead in the NBA
Finals.

"When you are on a team
with Danny Ainge, the story is
going to grow in stature."
Barkley said.
The real story is almost as
urhelievab' Barkley, h!s right
elbow wrapped in a huge bandage, had 24 points and 19
rebounds in 53 minutes.
Barkley said he will rest the
injured elbow for two days in
an effort to reduce the pain and
swelling before the next game
Wednesday night.
"I won't shoot in practice or
play golf the next two days.
We'll put ice on it and antiinflammatory medicine, and
hopefully it will . be fine by
Wednesday," he said.

Kite set

AMERICAN LEAGUE

for Open
defense

Fielder adds another
blast to Tiger Stadium

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer

By The Associated Press
Cecil Fielder's homers off the
roof at Tiger Stadium are keeping
the Detroit Tigers on top in the
American League East.
Fielder's latest tape-measure
shot was • one of three Detroit
homers and David Wells won for
the eighth time in nine decisions
as the Tigers defeated the Cleveland Indians 7-3 Monday night.
Detroit leads New York and Toronto by four games.
In his career. Fielder 'has 67
hits in 201 at-bats against Cleveland for a .333 average. Twentyfive of those hits have been home
runs, and Fielder has batted in 63
runs against the Indians.
"He just kills us," Cleveland
manager Mike Hargrove said.
Fielder hit his 13th homer, giv-

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Detroit 7, Cleveland 3
New York 4, Boston 0
Minnesota 4, Toronto 3
Baltimore 8, Milwaukee 5.,
Seattle 6, Kansas City 3
Oakland 7, Chicago 3
California 8, Texas 2
ing the Tigers a 5-1 lead in the
third. The shot came within about
three feet of going over the roof.
It landed just to the left of the
light tower and rolled back down
the roof, falling into the seconddeck seats.
"I never knew how good he
was," Wells said. "When you're
not a teammate, you see him on
ESPN or television highlights.
It's just awesome how much
power he has."

Assocated Press t,le photo

Detroit's Cecil Fielder added to his list of monumental home runs in the Tigers' win over Cleveland
Monday night.

Baseball's brawls out of control
EARN
6.20%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As IRA
•

753-4703
Bob
Cornelison

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

All of a sudden, it seems that
every game has become a pitcher's duel. As in, you throw at my
batters, I'll throw at yours.
Roger Clemens and Fernando
Valenzuela got warned Sunday
after fighting it out with fastballs.

There 'have been big brawls Eastern League, all the result of
recently in California, Baltimore inside pitches.
and San Diego after hitters got
"Why charge the mound?
hit.
These days, everybody charges
It's not just in the major the mound," San Francisco's
leagues, either. During the Will Clark said after a pair of
weekend, there were three bench- Chicago Cubs relievers were
clearing incidents in three games ejected Friday night for hitting
between the Albany Yankees and
London Tigers of the Double-A • TURN TO PAGE 9

SPRINGFIELD, N.J. — Tom
Kite swore he wouldn't let last
year's U.S. Open championship
change him. In at least one significant way, he failed.
Going into this year's Open,
he'll set his sights on a second
major title instead of wondering
if he'll ever win his first one.
"When you haven't won a
major, the tendency is to say their
importance is blown way out of
proportion and there's not enough
emphasis on other things," Kite
said.
"Then, you win one, and maybe it's because of the media, but
the perception the public has is
that you're pretty incredible."
Kite begins defense of his only
major title on Thursday at Baltusrol Golf Club. The last two times
the U.S. Open was played at Baltusrol. in 1980 and 1967, it was
won by Jack Nicklaus.
The 53-year-old Nicklaus, who
counts four U.S. Open titles
among his 18 Grand Slam victories, will be among the field of
156, including three amateurs.
As recently as two weeks ago.
Nicklaus said "I think I still have
another one left in me." But he
hasn't won on the tour since
1986, so he is not among the
TURN TO PAGE 9

—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Agassi, Navratilova receive
grateful Wimbledon draws

Actions & Reactions
HAWAIIAN TROPIC TENNIS

WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Andre Agassi and Martina
Navratilova can be grateful to
Wimbledon's seeding committee.
Agassi, the men's defending
champion, was seeded five places
ahead of his world ranking and
Navratilova, a former nine-time
champion, was elevated to No. 2
in the women's draw.
At No. 8, Agassi is the lowest
seeded men's defertding champion in Wimbledon history. Since
seedings were introduced in
1927, no men's champion who
has returned to defend his title
had been seeded lower than No.
6. The previous lowest-seeded
defending champion was Jan
Kodcs, who was No. 6 the year
after he won the boycott-hit tournament of 1973.
The No. 8 seeding means
Agassi wouldn't face a top-8
player before the quarterfinals.
"It was a difficult decision,
bearing in mind he has not played
much in the last couple of months
because of injury," said Wimble-

LOCAL BASEBALL
PONY LEAGUE

kt,
Allegro Foods was a 10-4 winner over Wonder Waters of Benton Monday night in Marshall County. Brent Underhill and John David Poynor combined for the win. Underhill and Ragen Riley each went 3-for-4 with Riley
driving in four runs. Poynor and David Perlow each had two hits and Billy
Smith, Shane Fox. Mitch Ryan, Allen Chase and Josh Lovett all had one
hit

LITTLE LEAGUE
In Monday night's Little League action, McKnight Sawmill defeated
MicroAge 20-8 behind the pitching and hitting of Adam Scott. Scott was
the winning pitcher and went 4-for-4. Also for McKnight, Chris Baurer went
2-for-2 with a home run and triple, Damn Harness had two singles and a
double, Andrew McClure had two doubles and Joey Woods and Ron Kelly
each had two hits. For MicroAge, Caleb Reinhardt had two singles,
Spencer Chambers had a double, Brian Settle had a triple and single and
Scott Lowe had two doubles.
• In the second game, Peoples Bank defeated Fraternal Order of
Polite 12-7. Andrew Griffin was the winning pitcher. Josh Oakley and
Micah Cathay each went 2-for-2 and Fulton Hart and Matt Stone each
doubled. For FOP, Chuck Trantham had a double and triple, while Laramie Carson, Wesley Alexander and Stephen Compton all had hits.

In late Park League action, Woodcrafters defeated Furches Farms
7-4. For Woodcrafters: Dustin Sutton (home run, single), Brandon Steele
(triple, double), Cody White (double), Bobby Banks (two singles), Blake
Hoover (two singles) and Kyle Erwin, Nathan Jones, Michael Siebold and
Roger Jones each singled. For Furches, Adam Brockwell had a double
while Sam Wilson had two singles and Trent Travis had a triple and single.
• On Friday night, Break Time Billiards defeated West Kentucky
Insurance 23-22. Josh Burks led his team with a double, triple and home
run. Greg Ryan and Brian Kurz each had a double and triple. Keith Stom
and Paul Kurz each had doubles. For WKI, Edward Baust had a home run
and Jesse James had a triple. Charlie Adams, Jesse Turner and Seth
Banon all had doubles.

Navratilova's wish to avoid
top-seeded Steffi Graf until the •
final was granted when she was
elevated to No. 2 above higherranked Arantxa Sanchez Vicario.
"I'm thrilled," Navratilova
said. "It makes sense for me to
be upgraded. There are only two
former champions in the tournament and it's right they should be
in opposite halves of the draw."

NEW YORK (AP) — When
Croatia beat the Unified Team to
ensure itself a basketball medal at
the Barcelona Olympics, Drazen
Petrovic raced into the stands and
returned to the on-court celebration with a huge flag from his
country.
A large picture of a beaming
Petrovic wearing that silver medal stood just a few feet from a
Croatian flag at a funeral Mass

his number "3."
for the New Jersey Nets guard on
Monday night, one week after he
was killed in an automobile accident in Germany.
The altar at St. Cyril and
Niethodius Roman Catholic
Church on Manhattan's West
Side also was adorned with a
floral arrangement of Petrovic's
uniform with red flowers forming

•SEC transfer...

MIDDLE DIVISION SOFTBALL

FROM PAGE 8
and senior years. As a senior he
averaged 13.8 points and 8.8
rebounds on the way to garnering All-Region I AAA honors.
In 1991, Anderson paced the
Georgia All Stars with a team -

Futrell Tile beat Mane Event 9-7 in Monday night's action. For Futrell,
Wendy Logan and Casey Oliver had three hits apiece while Deanna Futrell had four hits. Ashley Dunn finished with a single, double and two triples. For Mane Event, Whitney Morris had four hits, while Lindsay Lawson
had three hits and Brooke Lencki had a three-run homer.
• In the second game, The Dugout was a 14-3 winner over KTI/Mr.
Postman. Jessica Dowdy, Tiffany Rogers and Courtnee Elkins all had two
hits for The Dugout. Amy Lorey added a hit and RBI. For KTI/Mr. Postman, Tiffany White had three hits and Misty Starks had two hits.

KIRKSEY LOWER DIVISION SOFTBALL

II Bulls, Suns...
the floor in Game 2 Friday night.
Phoenix also can find hope in
the lack of a homecourt advantage. Road teams have won all
three games, and the next two
games are in Chicago.
Phoenix had the NBA's best
road record and is 5-4 away from
home in the playoffs. Chicago is
7-1 at home.
The Suns also have a revived
backcourt of Majerle, who had 28
points in Game 3, and Johnson,
who scored 25. Both had
struggled in the series until then.
While Westphal said "a bigger
confidence boost would be if we
blew them out by about 30"
instead of winning in triple overtime, he feels the Suns have reason for optimism.
"Every game has come down
to the last four minutes where it's
been anybody's game," he said.
"They took two of them. We
took one of them. I don't think
that makes us erratic and them
not."

•Kite set...
Norman and Ian Baker-Finch,
and Vijay Singh of Fiji, winner
of last week's Buick Classic at
favorites.
Those would include Kite, Westchester Country Club, some
Memorial winner Paul Azinger, 60 miles northeast of here.
"It's difficult to pick a favoPayne Stewart, Chip Beck, Masters champion Bernhard Langer rite," David Frost of South Afriof Germany, Australians Greg ca said.

FROM PAGE 8

high 17 points and 11 rebounds
in the 1991 Georgia-Tennessee
All-Star Basketball Classic.
At Mississippi State, Anderson was seeking his degree in
Industrial Education.

FROM PAGE 8
batters.
"You got 40 guys out there,
and somebody is going to get
stepped on," he said. "Somebody is going to get hurt."
Someone, say, like Cal Ripken.
Hard to believe, but Ripken's
streak of consecutive games —
now only two years behind Lou
Gchrig's record — almost ended
last week at 1,790 because of a
brawl.
Ripken injured his right knee
in that bloody, 20-minute fight
between Baltimore and Seattle a
week ago Sunday, which started
after Mike Niussina of the Orioles
hit Bill Haselman. The next day,
Ripken was sure he would not be
ready to play against Oakland.
"I was running in when the
pile was taking place on the
mound and I tried to make a turn
and I slipped and got hit at the
same time," Ripkcn said.
"Something popped in it and that
was it."
The recent rash of bascbrawls
has attracted the attention of
presidents Bill White of the
National League and Bobby
Brown of the American League.

But other than suspensions and
fines-,' which have been handed
out frequently this season, there's
not much that is being done.
To Philadelphia manager Jim
Fregosi, who played in the days
when Bob Gibsorr'Don Drysdale
and many other pitchers regularly
threw high -and -tight, inside
pitches will almost always lead to
fights.
"Because it's not a planned
thing," he said. "If you think
someone is trying to throw at
your head, the natural instinct is
to go get them. You don't stop to
think about it."
"I got knocked down six times
a week when I played," he said.
"Every time a guy hit a home
run,- somebody got knocked
down." On Friday night, there were 12
ejections when Albany and London got into a brawl with one out
left in the second game of their
Double-A doubleheader. Albany
pitcher Brien Taylor, the prize
No. I pick of the Yankees, was
on top of one of the pileups and
London manager Tom Runnells,
the former Montreal manager,
was on the bottom.

WOMEN'S
HEALTH SERVICES
OES-E'RICS • GYNECOLOGY • INFERTILITY
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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Nurse-Midwife's role in today's
huh qualify maternity and
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'You Will Be Satisfied'

Five OnlIty Oesenfrinillelels,
Discounts up to
won't soak you!

./..ki

For Your Convenience Now Otters

120

STATE

305 N. 12th St., Murray

•Baseball's...

In Kirksey Lower Division Softball, Footprints/H.T. Marketing outlasted
Hutson's/Country Stott; 14-12. Jennifer Key led Footprints/H.T. Marketing with two homers and a single. Kacy Stark followed with a single, double and homer, while Jayne Gordon, Heather Kohr and Lora Sexton had
three hits. For Hutson's/Country Store, Bridget Swatzell had two home
runs, Kala Morton a home run and single while Jessica Dial, Aimee Dial,
Jenny Gingles, Brittany Beane and Ellen Gingles all had two hits.

Make a splash at one of our

don referee Alan Mills. "But he
is the defending champion and he
proved he can play on grass."
Agassi has dropped steadily in
the rankings since surprising the
tennis world last year by winning
Wimbledon from the baseline. He
has not played competitively
since April 9 due to tendinitis in
his right wrist.
Agassi missed the French Open
and was considered questionable
for Wimbledon, but he arrived
Monday in Germany for a grasscourt warmup event in Halle.
Agassi was scheduled to play
Tuesday against Carl Uwe Steeb.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

LOCAL SOFTBALL

eADAYTONA BEACH.

Jane Rogers Ins.

'Petro' remembered at Mass

PARK LEAGUE

SPRING
INTO
SUMMER!

SCOREBOARD
'See me tor all your family Insurance nee0s •

The deadline for entries in the Hawaiian Tropic Junior Tennis Championships is nearing. The USTA sanctioned event, sponsored by Hawaiian
Tropic and the Murray Tennis Association, will be held at Murray State
University's Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts on June 26-28. Over 150 youth
are expected to compete in four age categories in singles and doubles for
both boys and girls. Completed entry forms must be postmarked no later
than June 15 to guarantee a slot in the tournament. For more information,
contact the tournament chair, John Yates, at 762-4225 (days) or 753-2113
evenings).

FROM 'PAGE 8
go coach 11ll Jackson said. "We
played thhree overtimes basically one-on-one."
He gave the Bulls a day off
from practice Monday to recover
from the 63-minute marathon.
The Suns also could benefit from
the time off before Game 4.
"I'm glad that we don't play
until Wednesday," Westphal
said. "You need time to recharge
your batteries after a game like
that."
Charles Barkley needs time to
rest his right elbow, which was
drained of fluid a half hour
before Sunday night's game. He
still went out and had 24 points
and. 19 rebounds in 53 minutes.
"I won't shoot in practice or
play golf the next two days,"
Barkley said Monday. "We'll put
ice on it and anti-inflammatory
medicine, and hopefully it will be
fine by Wednesday."
He said he was told his bursar
sac was ruptured when he fell to

-
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Hart to open Sears retail store
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Area Resident -- Opal Hart -- has
teamed up with Sears to open anew
Sears retail store in Murray. Hart
and area customers will celebrate
the grand opening of the new Sears
appliance,electronics and lawn and
garden store at Belair Shopping
Center beginning June 17.
"We couldn't be more delighted
to be opening and we think customers are going to be very pleased with
how we look and what we'll offer.
Our merchandise assortment will be
very broad," Hart said. "We are
celebrating our grand opening and
invite the community to the store to
sec our new look and get some great
deals."
The store is part of Sears new
retail dealer program and is owned
and operated by Hart, who lives in
Murray. Hart has lived in the
community for 21 years.
At the grand opening celebration,
customers can enter a sweepstakes
that will award a winner with a free,
20-inch Sony color television, valued at $399. Customers can enter
the drawing from the day the store

opens until July 1,1993. A few days
following the entry deadline, Hart
and store employees will host a
blind draw to pick the winning
name.
This is one of about 350 new
retail dealer stores Sears is planning
to open in communities across the
country by the end of the year.
These stores have previously been
part of the former Sears catalog
network of stores.

Dealers can also order for customers
certain other models of hardlines
merchandise not displayed in the
small stores but available at larger
retail stores. Scars will deliver the
merchandise to the dealer stores
where the customer can either pick
it up or arrange personal delivery
with the store owner to their home.
"When customers come they will
surely recognize our popular Kenmore and Craftsman brands, but
they will also be surprised to sec all
the name brands we have here."
Hart said. "We've got all the big
names -- General Electric, Whirlpool, Amana, KitchenAid, Magnavox, Philips, and Sony and many
more. And we can order for
customers, too."

"Sears received hundreds of calls
and letters from customers all around the country asking them to
continue to operate local stores. We
have been able tojoin Sears network
of retail stores and get very good
support from Scars retail systems
that will help us offer customers
great merchandise at competitive
Like the Brand Central departprices," Hart said.
inents at larger Sears stores,the new
On average, Sears new retail store in Murray will offer major
dealer stores will have 3,000 to home appliances, including clothes,
washers and dryers, refrigerators,
5,000 square feet of selling space.
The stores will display a selection of chest freezers, ranges, dishwashers,
microwave ovens,and range hoods.
hardlines merchandise and stock
The store will offer vacuum cleancertain popular-selling models.

ers from Kenmore, Eureka and
Hoover.
In consumer electronics,customers will be able to shop for TV's,
VCR's,camcorders,and stereo systems from LX1,Gold Star, Hitachi,
Philips/Magnavox, Pioneer, RCA,
Sanyo/Fisher, Sony and Zenith. '
Craftsman brand lawn and garden equipment will also-be available, including lawn mowers, tractors and tractor accessories, shippers, edgers, blowers, hedge
trimmers, weed trimmers, chain
saws, and tillers. Kenmore water
heaters and water softeners also will
be available.
"Folks should come down and
see us especially during the grand
opening because we'll have some
nice little giveaways. I think people
will be pleased to have us back
because satisfaction is guaranteed
here,from the time you walk in the
door. You don't get that much these
days. Satisfaction is my charter.
You get that in my handshake and
personal promise," Hart said.

'Genius grant' recipients announced
CHICAGO (AP) — For many
MacArthur Fellows, the greatest
gift isn't the money. It's the time
the money can buy.
Novelist and University of
Massachusetts professor John
Edgar Wideman, one of 31 winners of the no-strings awards,
said his $315,000 grant. will
allow him to "carve out an oasis
in time."
New York-based writer and
critic Stanley Crouch said his
$290,000 grant will enable him to
work undistracted on a biography
of saxophonist Charlie Parker,
among other projects.
"You've just got to be pretty
Nurprised and happy when some-one calls you up and says they're
going to give you nearly
$300,000 — unless maybe you're
Ross Perot," he said.
The awards, which have
become known as "genius
grants," were announced Mon-

day by the John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation,
The 18 men and 13 women
split $9.2 million in grants ranging from $220,000 to $375,000,
paid over five years. Recipients
are nominated by anonymous
talent scouts seeking "originality,
dedication to creative pursuits
and capacity for self-direction,"
said Ted Hearne, spokesman for
the Chicago-based foundation.
Other winners include gospel
singer Marion Williams; Amory
Bloch Lovins, an energy efficiency expert; National Public Radio
creator William H. Siemering;
and midwifery advocate Ruth
Watson Lubic.
The grant amount is determined by a recipient's age and
can be used for any purpose.
Since 1981, the organization,
whose founder made his fortune
in the insurance industry, has
given out more than $120 million
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in awards to 414 fellows.
Marion Williams, the gospel
singer, said winning a $374,000
grant was the best thing to happen since she found Jesus.
"I've never been so happy,
other than receiving salvation,"
she said. "I think this is the next
greatest thing in my life."
The 65-year-old Miami-born
singer has been recording since
1947. She was lauded in the Rolling Stone Record Guide as "the
greatest singer ever." The
MacArthur Foundation said she
exerted a profound influence on
gospel, rock 'n' roll and soul
music.
Lovins, who has helped shape
energy policy in 15 countries,
said he would use his $280,000
grant to press ahead with the
work of the Rocky Mountain
Institute in Old Snowmass, Colo.,
a research center he founded in
1982 with his wife, Hunter.
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East Main St.
753-4461

"I think it will help modernize
some of our tools here, and personally I will be better able to
support the education of a friend
from the former Soviet Union,"
Lovins said. He did not identify
the friend.
Siemcring, a broadcasting consultant in Philadelphia, set the
agenda for NPR in 1970 when he
wrote a mission statement that
emphasized excellent writing,
imaginative production and a
conversational style.
He said his $345,000 grant will
enable him to train journalists
and station managers in South
Africa, where independent,
community-based broadcasting
will soon begin after years of
government control of the
_airwaves.
Ms. Lubic, a New York nurse
midwife who has been the driving force behind the expansion of
her profession, said her $375,000
grant could not have come at a
better time.
"It's fortuitous because health
care is being re-evaluated in
Washington," she said. "The
window is open, and I'm hoping
this will give mc a chance to yell
out at some people."
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Officials search for
shark after possible attack
DALLAS (AP) — Mexican officials were searching for a shark
off the coast of Cozumel that they say may have attacked the leader
of the Dallas Youth Services Corps during a diving trip.
Mary Eggemeyer. 42, disappeared last week during a night dive
200 meters off the coast of Cozumel, a resort island south of Cancun. Her badly mutilated body washed ashore Saturday, officials
said.
Cozumel Mayor German Garcia Padilla ordered a temporary suspension of night dives on the assumption that a shark attacked
Eggemeyer, said Bryan Wilson, a spokesman for the mayor.
"No one saw a shark." Wilson said. "The only indication we
have of a shark is the nature of the wounds."
Cozumel officials were trying to determine whether the attack
took place before or after death.
If confirmed as a shark attack, it would be the first in Cozumel
since record-keeping began this century. The area is popular with
divers, and shark sightings are rare, Wilson said.
Mexican navy officials. Port of Cozumel pilots and local dive
operators have been patrolling the area and are warning bathers to
stay within 50 meters of land.

Escaped prisoner
found in woods
GULFPORT, Miss. (AP) —
Searchers caught a self-described
serial killer early today, a little
more than a day after the man
escaped from prison.
Donald Leroy Evans was found
in a woods shortly after daybreak
and returned to the county jail,
sheriff's deputies said.
Evans escaped with three other
prisoners from the Harrison
County jail Sunday night after
one of the others pulled a homemade knife on a guard, authorities said. Anthony L. Hayes was
still missing today.
The 35-year-old Evans boasted
of killing 72 people on a 10-year
multistate killing spree, but has
been charged in only two slayings — a 10-year-old girl in
Gulfport and another in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Authorities searched for Evans
among thousands of touristsflocking to the area's sand and
casinos. Traffic was bumper-tobumper on one beach highway.
Officers dotted the coast with
roadblocks, took to helicopters

and unleashed dogs in pursuit of
the escapees.
The jail complex is near Interstate 10, the congested east-west
route that goes into New Orleans.
It was the first escape from the
3-year-old lockup, which Sheriff
Joe Price claims was inadequately staffed.
Evans is to go on trial Aug. 23
in the 1991 death of 10-year-old
Beatrice Louise Routh of Gulfport. On Aug. 11, 1991, Evans
led police to her decomposed
nude body. She had been raped,
sodomized and strangled.
He faces the death penalty if
convicted. Evans was already
serving a life sentence on federal
kidnapping charges after pleading
guilty to Beatrice's abduction.
vans later was taken to Arizona and Texas to look for bodies
of other victims he claimed to
have murdered. Months later the
investigation was quietly
dropped. No bodies were found.
Evans also has been charged
with murder in the death of Ira
Jean Smith of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.

Town receives fortune
PROPHETSTOWN, 111. (AP)
— An 85-year-old widow with no
living relatives has left more than
$1 million to her extended family: Prophetstown.
Arlette Moore said in her will
that the town can use the interest
from the fortune — about
$40,000 a year at current rates —
for local civic or nonprofit organizations. The principal is to
remain untouched in a bank.
"It's all pretty amazing," said
Dave Matthews, a bank executive
and president of the foundation
that will administer the money.

"It made us step back and collect
our thoughts."
Moore died in August 1991. It
took nearly two years to execute
the will.
The seven-member foundation
will meet four times a year to
consider applications for the
grants.
Prophetstown Mayor Charles
Mulcay said he like to spend
some of the money to repair
street lights and finance a new
city hall and civic center.
Prophctstown is home to 2,100
people on the Rock River in
northwestern Illinois.
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
ANNOCNI. EMEN is
010
Legal Notice
020
Notice
025
... Personals
030 ....................Card of Thanks
040
In Memory
050
Lost & Found

190
Farm Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390
Poultry & Supplies
400 .............................Produce
550
Feed & Seed
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MISCELLANEOUS

070

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

090
100

SituatIon Wanted
Business Opportunity

5ttiO .

110

Instruction

57U-

060

410

.Public Sale

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

540

...For Trade
Free Column
Wanted'

sERVIC11.28
230
250
290
530

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

CONFEDERATE
$$$$$$$$$$, silver
$$$$$$$$$$, coins, proofsets, stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack
(Murray). We buy, appraise. Christopher's
Coins 753-4161

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

270

Moto.e ll

365

For S[1', (r

Business Rentals

420

!kn...

430

.Want To Rent

435 ..

Apartments For Rent

LoPtirie

Iteol Eistote

195
rtti Ft•T

440

Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent

450

For Rent or Lease

460

Farris Fir Si!,'

Farm
Equipment

SERVERS wanted Lake
Resort, part or full-time
362-4444

1988 CUSTOM covered
trailer, 4 ton carrying capacity, one 3ft side door,
double 2f1 rear door, wheel
with jack, $3200 Call
from
75 3 - 8 1 8 1
7 30am-4•30pm or come by
802 Chestnut St

NEW & used tobacco 2 row
side dresser Benson Tractor Company 753 4892

NORDIC Row TBX cue(
ALTERATIONS and re- ase equipment Includes
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- instructional video and all
dos Ruth's See and Sew, papenvo'k it looks and
Country Square, 1608 N
works like new Cost $790
121, Murray 753-6981
Will sell. for $600 Call
BOGARD trucking and ex- 753-8760 Ask for Gene
cavating, inc We haul top
210
soil, gravel, fill dirt white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
Firewood
COMING soon! Cooper
Grand Classic Passenger A FIREWOOD for sale
tires with 80,XXX mile war- 437-4667
ranty Warehouse tire, 400
Industrial Rd 753 1111
HEAVY duty utility trailer,
5x10, $425 753-7051 answering machine
JUST arrived! New shipment of 16- & 165 Blom
light truck tires All tread
patterns $65/ea plus tax
.Mounted, balanced & put
on. Warehouse Tire, 400
Industrial Rd 753-1111
METAL for farm and commercial buildings Lengths
cut to order from 30' to 45'
in inch increments 38'
wide Galvanized or choice
of 10 colors in St and #2
grade Trim accessories
and door hardware Call for
prices (502) 489-2722 or
489-2724.
WHEAT straw Phone
489-2436 if no answer
leave message on
machine
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service, bulbs 8
pacts Financing available
708-9274.
160
Horn*
Furnishings

BALDWIN upright piano
excellent condition
437-3017
MID-SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory nf area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (Pros'
amateurs) Phone for free
brochure! (901) 642 0773
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

Is%
1)
1.11/i

•Sk

1111111
1 ,•1,

SOL'S! I 1111
It 1%11,s

CHAIN link fence 20011 or
Will remove
more
$14-11011

25e per word 55.00 minimum 1st
day. St per word per day for each
additional consecutive day, $1 75
extra for shopper /Tue.. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide $2 00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.
360

ASPHALT driveway sea
lino Top quality, low cost,
free estimates Jeremy
Mayes 345-2748
KEN TENN Investigthions
owner J B Wilburn specie
hung in criminal. civil
domestic and insurance in
vestigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
50 2 7 5 3 386 8
502-4366099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

2 TWIN new mattresses
$75/both Must sell
762-6291
ETHAN Allen dining room
suit,$600 Super single water bed, $75 753-0501

Mobile
Homes For Sale

METHODIST
SURGICAL SERVICES SUPERVISOR
Immediate opening for R.N. with surgical
experience Full benefits and competitive
salary. For information, please contact
Kathy Heath-Townsend, D.O.N., Methodist
Hospital of McKensio, 901-352-5344

E.O.E.

For Rent
Or Lease

Apartments
For Rent

central
1990 14.72 FLEETWOOD NICE 2br liplex.
lances, w/d
2br. 2 bath, garden tub, sky gas hia,
rthwood Dr
light, custom oak cabinets. hookup N
deposit No pets
plus
$400
gas heat, central air, under
753-0870
pinning
like new 753-1953 or
753 8428
NOW taking applications
for Section Blow runt hous
DINKINS Mobile Homes, mg Apply in person at
Inc One of the largest 8 Southside Manor, 906
oldest dealerships of qual
Broad St Extended be
ity built homes in the South- tween Sam -12000n No
east' Hwy 79E. Pans, TN phone calls pioase Equal
1 800 642-4891 Open Housing Opportunity
weekdays 'til 700 Sat LI
6 00 and Sun afternoon LI TAKING applications for
600
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap access'
ble Equal Housing OpporMobile
tunity Apply Hilidale Apts
Homes For Rent
Hardin, Ky or call
2BR trailer No pets 502 437-4113
53 9866
UNIVERSITY view, like
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, now apt in 4 plea. 2br,
electric or gas WiAking dis- stove, refrig, micro, central
tance to college 753 5209 h/a, $400/mo 753-8096
nights, 753-2633 days
Heating
And Cooling
17 .5047 BTU Fedders air
cori,i;tioner. l.ke new, $250
436 :2201

VERY spacious 21or, 2 bath
duplex Northwood Drive
appliances furnished, con
tai air & gas heat $475/1no.
1 month deposit. 1 yr lease
No pets 753 2905

Business
Rentals
[OR Rent Business Retail
Oitice Space in S Side
Shopping Center
T'53-4%09 or 753 6612
320
Apartments
For Rent
I 2 3 48R apts. furnished,
very nice, some with
washer & dryer. near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753 6111, 753 1252 days
753 0606 after 5pm

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/M0 759 4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2905 for more
information

REGISTERED Quarter
horse, bay. 15 1hh. 7yrs
old 753-1901

AKC Chow pups. 3 mos
old Can see parents Shots
& wormed. $100aa
502 489 2009
AKC Collie pups 4 weeks
pick yours now, will be
ready 6/21/93 Males $100
females $75 7.53 6337
AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies, 12wks, shots &
wormed.
$ 1 50
901 644 1.850
AKC Roftweiler. 5mos old.
large bones 8 head
champion bloodline Sire
OFA certified, $400
435 4602

NEW condition 74 ton
Pane heat & air unit
753 1300, after 7pm
489 2116

Business
Services

Estate Auction

CASH paid for good, used
Mies, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

$500 Column Inch
Display Ad.
40% Discount 2nd Ran,
60% Discount 3rd Ran
iAll 3 Ads Sun Run Within 6 Day Period
111 75 per column inch casrs !ar Tuesday Shop
D'nx Ctude'

Reader Ads:

Mobia
Homes For Sale

X0

McConnell Ins. Agency

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Cal 7519433
alter 5pm.

Display Ads

320
Articles
For Sale

1974 CRIMSON 12x72,
3br, 177 baths, large
kitchen & living room, corn
QUEEN size waterbed, pletely remodeled on in
baffles, has heater, padded side, oak custom cabinets.
sides. Call after 5pm good condition Asking
436-2081
$6500 Call after 5pm
Lowest Rates in Town!
DENTAL hygenist full or
070
753-6510
soft
side
QUEEN
size
resume
to
part
time
Send
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Domestic
waterbed, headboard,
1317 Main St, Benton, Ky
1988 14x60 CLAYTON 2br,
& Childcare
night stand, chifforobe, like
42025 or 1653 Calloway
central air, gas heat, new
ABSOLUTELY Clean! Ex- new, $375. 753-2753 after washer & dryer, new front
Ave, Murray, Ky 42071.
perienced, dependable 6pm
dock, vinyl skirting, excelDO you need a JOB, or do cleaning service. Home or
you need help in making office. References Call WATERBED, king size, lent condition At Fox Pv1(ia
Terry
12-drawer pedestal, book- dows, good price $10,500
positive advances for the 436-2569.
Tatlock
case headboard, padded After 4pm phone 759 1476
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people be- CLEANING houses is my sides, waveless mattress, 753-8238
Licensed
tween the ages of 16-22 business. Reliable & exper- $100. 753-5453 after 1389 14x70 2BR 2 bath
years, if you are not in ienced, references Call 5:30pm.
Agent
with cathedral ceilings Jaschool Call 753-9378 five Linda 759-9553.
cuzzi, extra nice, $14,500
days a week between
753-9959, 489-2068
WILL babysit in my home,
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an experienced. 759-4490
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
1109 Pogue Ave.
EOE. This project is funded
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Specializing in mobile
759-9940
by the Western Kentucky WILL do house cleaning.
Clean Used Furniture Ap
home electric services 200
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
Private Industry Council- Call Betty 474-2131 leave
p(iances. and Nese Items
amp $375 100 amp $325
message.
JTPA.
We represent several of the top rated
Use Our Layaway Plan
435-4027.
We buy furniture
FULL time refuse driver,
companies including; Continental GenWOULD you like a nice
CDL required, good benePosition
eral, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Princihome for you and your famfits. 1-800-585-6033 or
Wanted
ily? Now is the time to
pal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
759-9307.
165
invest. Every day in June is
manager
business
LOCAL
Washington National, to give you the best
LPN for busy physician's seeking employment in
Sale Day Come by and
Antiques
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
office. Send resume to PO business management or
take advantage of super
Box 1040 G, Murray, Ky retail management. 14 HITCHING Post Antique deals like these'3br, 2 bath
Companies and Top Service" contact
42071.
doublewide *189. $19,990
years experience in retail Mall in Aurora now open
Terry at: 753-4199
10% down and $177 per
NEED 62 people to lose merchandising, personal, Dealers & consignments
month' 3br, 2 bath 1480
10-30Ibs in 30 days. New, operations. Hassome com- wanted. Call 474-2266.
01240 only $12,995, 10%
Excellent
knowledge.
puter
100% natural, doctor redown and $,50 per month'
commended program. leader, good decision
Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg.
Many more specials like
Easy, safe, guaranteed. maker, team player If you
these Hurray While They
are interested in a quality
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.
Call 619-589-6571
Last' We expect to sell all
person with all the above
qualifications. Call Tim at 1979 GMC 7000 Grain discounted homes by the
Truck. Looks good, runs end of June 8 5% and 5%
502-759-1751.
down payment available to
good. Call 435-4377.
SEWING jobs wanted, inqualified buyers Volunteer
white
land
hard
cluding formal wear. 6 ROW
Homes, Hwy 79 East,
planter, good condbon
753-1061.
Paris, TN 901-642 4466
Real Estate & Personal Property
492-8824
'Home of the Unbeatable
Dear
North
13th
St.,
Friday, June 18th, 1993 at 2 p.m. at 205

Broker 753-5811
.‘to•tioneer 135-111

2.zo

MERCHANDISE
Computers
et Sit:e Or Trade
War:t ii. Boy
Artilea For Sale
App;:ancett
Furnishir4s
I
Antiques
Va.:Juin Cleaners
Sew-nit Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
MIsceLtinrous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

15n

"'Ugly Duckling
MECNEMS.

lerrs
1).iti

17

Lake Properts

He4i
Wanted

SPEECH -Language
Pathologist. Murray State
University is seeking a
speech-language pathologist for a 10-month position.
LOOKING for good 9 ball APPLIANCE delivery & in- Qualifications include masplayers, 64 available slots, stallation person, full time. ters degree in speech sign up now to be assured ' Experience required, Apply language pathology. Certiof slot Game date June 13 in person Ward Elkins, 411 ficate of Clinical Compe1st place $200+ 1st eight Maple, Court Square, tence, Kentucky licensure,
places pay. Call Break Murray.
and a minimum of three
Time Billiards, Dixieland
years experience ResponCAREER
Services
SpeShopping Center 759-9303
sibilities include coordinatcialist.
Responsibilities
infor information
ing activities in the Speech
clude career counseling,
and Hearing Clinic, supercare
has
a
skin
MARY KAY
job development for
of clinical practicum
system for you! Call today cooperative education as- vision
753-7658
signments and full time on and off campus,
placements, advising stu- academic advising as well
MRS. THERESA. Reader
undergraduate
dents and alumni on a vari- as some
8 Advisor. A true born ety of topics such as career teaching Send letter of apPsychic, gifted horn God
plication, vita, transcripts
and job search techniques,
AURORA Pizza Magic. Ge- 554-7904 call for assisting with planning and and three letters of recomnuine hand tossed pizza, appointment
implementing career days mendation to Dr. Elizabeth
fresh salads, sandwiches,
and the prbmotion of office G. Blodgett, Department of
Special Education. Murray
gyros. Open all year at STANLEY Home Products
services to the university
State University, 1 Murray
5pm Closed Mon and June Specials: Ong De- community Qualifications
474-8119, greaser, Try-it Cleaner, Candidate should have a State, Murray, KY 42071
Tues
Furniture Cream, Orange baccalaureate degree in Applications accepted until
1-804649-3804_
Miracle Spot Remover. counseling or closely re- postion is filled MSU does
happy.
sales.
Be
AVON
Cool-A-Ped Foot Lotion
not discriminate on the baEarn $8-$10hr Part time, Free Delivery Carolyn Ka- lated field required: mas- sis of race, color, national
in
related
field
ter's
degree
no inventory investment. minski 901-247-3987
preferred. Experience in origin, or disability in its
Free samples, product, kit, Murray
residents career planning and place- programs or activities. For
training. 1-800-690-AVON 1-800-738-5708
ment preferably in a univer- information, contact the
sity setting. Estimated MSU Equal Opportunity Ofstarting date: August 1, fice, 502/762-3155.
1993. Application process. WANTED 10 people to
resume, letter of applica- share my secret of how I
tion, three letters of refer- earn over $6 per hour sellence will be reviewed be- ing Avon Call now
ginning June 25, 1993
753-0171
Apply to' Ms, Annazette
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Fields, Chair, Search Com- WANTED Photographer
(Doors open at 600)
mittee, Cooperative Educa- assistant. Must have experKnights of Columbus Hall
tion and Placement, 1 Mur- ience or formal training and
ray St., MSU, Murray, KY working knowledge of the
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
42071.
Murray State Uni- photographic process
Road
1/4
mile
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale
versity is strongly commit- Good organizational skills
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
OPEN 10 THE PUBLIC
ted to increasing its faculty 8 work well with the public.
753
:
0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
diversity. Applications horn Call Photo Craftsmen of
minorities and women are Paris. 901-642-0291.
especially welcome. MurEASY work! Excellent pay!
ray State Unviersity is an
Assemble products at
AA/EO employer.
America's Second Car
home Call toll free
CARPENTERS: Exper- 1-800-467-5566 Ext 8047
ienced in residential conWANTED salesperson.
struction. Wages commenMust be neat and like to
surate with ability Must
meet the public. Have own
Locations Coast to Coast
have references. Call
vehicle. A job to be inde901-232-8266 after 6pm
pendent. Apply in person
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Grandma Miller's Bakery,
DANCERS,
waitresses
Moving
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For
$500 plus wkly 642-4297 Rt 1 Box 37, Cottage
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
after 6pm. Doll House Hwy Grove, Tennessee 38224.
Phone 901-782-3412.
Murray, KY 42071
79E, Paris, Tn.
1 -800-THE-DUCK

Murray, Ky. The estate of Mrs. Letie Hopkins. Real
Estate sells at 5 p.m.
Three bedroom brick - 2 bath - large living room - large eat in
kitchen - storm windows & doors. Window air and wall heat,
although this house does have the duck work run for central
heat and air. Close to Murray State.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30
days with passing ofdew'. This auction held jointly with Terry
Paschall Real Estate

120
1
1

F c St. t•

285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

1b0

Notice

REAL ESTATE SALES

280 .......Mobile Homes For Rent

310
I KANSI.ORTA I ION
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Care 330
... Vans
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Boats & Motors 360

020

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance.
must pay has been
increased to S676 in
1993.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753.4199
or nationwide 1-800455-4199
• Ot:1 3k: year of Sen

ESTATF: RENTAL.

300

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Advertusers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads fr any err'The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for onb one incorres-t miler
lion. Any error should be reported
irrunediately so corrections can he
made

7534916

FARMERS MARKE I

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMEN'i

TO PLACE AN AD CALL
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NEAR MSU. kitchen living
room, privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
340
Houses
For Rent

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
MALE Dalmation. 9wks old,
$150 436-5610

PART Chow puppies
38R convenient location, 436-2571
$500/mo
No pets
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-3293
753-2915
VERY spacious house for
rent 1br. 1 bath, stove, SWEET adorable kittens,
variety of colors, long and
refrigerator furnished
$300/mo, 1 mo deposit. lyr short hair,$15 and up Lovable pets 753-9390
lease 753-2905

'1 BR & studio apt available,
appliances furnished Coleman RE 753 9898
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray. 753-4109

1 TAvimit. ittitt.ps ON YOUR 1,0T
NO DQWN PAY

'NT

2BR, 1', bath, &el hookup,
carport & dock, $350/mo
753 6266, 437-4855
2BR. 1 bath, Ir, full kitchen,
aic, gas heat, located in
quite neighborhood. near
hospital and university No
pets $250/mo 759 1094
after 6pm
28R apt, large rooms, very
near MSU for up to 4 students. washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
2BR apt near campus No
pots 753 5980
2BR apts, spacious, all
appliances Including
washer & dryer $450/mo
753 4573
2BR duplex. central Kra,
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
'753-9898
2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$300/mo. appliances &
lawn. maintenance turn
Embassy Apts
+shed
753 9898
2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All appliances furnished. includ
mg washer & dryer, can
tral h/a quiet neighborColeman RE
hood
753-9898

--4".",*weitsusildhig
A01
7-1°
I 550 SQ 1-1 BRICK HOME FOR ONI 1 549,9ixi
'sew'! bedroom ranch,energy efficient, bri,k home with
2 full baths,fireplace, central heat & air, vaulted ceiling
dishwasher, range, skylight, and many more antenna,
Casiiire hook on crawl space

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Since 1958
MODEL AVAILABLE
M024182-1800
15021554-3267
Banement and Garage Optional

PEPSI

MEI=
GOITA HAVE ff

PEPSI-COLA IS A LEADER IN THE
SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY AND OFFERS EXCELLENT EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES WITli POTENTIAL FOR ADVANCEMENT IN A
VARIETY OF AREAS INCLUDING
SALES

38R. unfurnished
stove & ref
is h

DELIVERY
VENDING REPAIR

FURNISHED opts 1 or 2tx
No pets Zimmerman
Apartments 753 6609
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

CANDIDATES SELECTED WILL BE
ELIGIBLE FOR:
COMPETITIVE PAY
PAID VACATION
PAID RETIREMENT
IN 1)1

STABILITY

GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE

NICE 2br dupe's. central
Ns seised,. $375/mo No
Pell 753-7457
_

SEND RESUME TO PERSONNEL
P 0 BOX 1070, MARION, IL 62959,
oR PlioNE 800-829-7011, MON.-FRI.,
8 A.M -5 P M. FOR APPOINTMENT
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Sinkhole claims two

CLASSIFIEDS

A

It •

•' .'

5.11

530
•

,.

KOPPERUD Realty has NICE home in quiet neighbuyers waiting to purchase borhood in aty 2200+ sq ft
homes all price ranges If under roof 3br (split). Irving
you are thinking of selling- room kitchen, den. utility, 2
contact one of our courte- baths, 2 car garage deck
ous and professional Decorated and land-igents at 753 1222 or stop scaped Well built and ecoby office at 711 Main St
nomical to heat and cool 6'
PROFESSIONAL office exterior walls and extra in▪
eg tor sale Great pos sulat.on in attic One owner
s ti1ties svith 2400sq It & $107000 Call 753-9650
for appointment No real•••
out garage, $89900
,dorn & professional tors please
& design Contact REMODELED 3br house
eapperud
Realty city water, gas heat
-53 1222 MLSe4754
$49,500 4 miles out
RE MAX Properties Ltd 753-8061
Perrin. Paul Dailey SUPER location for country
Center
Ref Air"
living, minutes from town
5c 2 753 SOLD, 2br. vinyl sided home extra
4.'11G 'ice 5780
large 2 car detached garirisi.BERTS Realty Callo- age 3 acres of land Proway County's oldest and fessional Real Estate
oiost reliable real estate 759-1591 or 753-7955
agency For all your real nights
estate needs call thorn toJdy at 753-1651 1 Syca470
/ice: and 12th St
Motorcycles
Lake
Property

1974 750 HONDA, good
dependable transportation,
$675 753 0095

..AKE area building lots 1 1982 MAXIM 550, runs
a,re or better Residential great, many new parts
si.ter.e.skm Cypress Creek
$500 ()too Call 753-6157
near Paris Landing
Terms
10%
5'C,000
ia
Jr-esti 901 232 8266
WALL 2br house (750sq
ni 2 iots good shape, pertot W90103/1d retreat or
siirrIrr1.4 home View ot lake
teen COCA $24.900 Bank
ecernent lower than now
r:ar 753 2339 or 753 8767

DATSUN, Toyota & Volkswagon new & used parts
2 wheel & 4 wheel drive
transmissions 474 0116

79 ACRE lot located on
Coles Campground Rd
Asking $3650 obo Call
43i-2091 leave message
eiE AJTIEUL building lot in
• restricted subdivision
R.1.'t all acre plus 10 mi▪ from shopping center $79G0 901-642-7577
or e01 642 4714.
EXTRA large lot in Kingswood Subdivision Located
on Lancelot Street
753 0810 after 5prr,
LOT with trees in Southwest Villa, size 1001x140' or
1504140' 753 3488
450
Farms
For Sale
1 225 ACRES 753-1300
after 7pm 4499-2116
3 ACRES. new well, 2 outt;i:ildngs fenced, 8 miles
scL.th of Murray $9900
436 5744 or
" obo
436 2528

'knee
For Sale
2.c..),R house near university
r• commercial lot low
StO s Aiso small camper
753-2967
3;2E1 1 batri brick home in
.y
411ts
Pnoect in the
L4C s 753-9708 after 5pm
"Ir:R, 2 bath brick, 1380sq
" 3yis old, $72.000 Phone
polotrnent 753-3293
-•,,,;- ,
•1 2 bath brick home,
U a located be
No•ei Marray & Mayfield
of recent updates
,•
ii• great condition
at $61 500 Con
Realty
' ••
Sa4808
ot1,..r.g on Kentucky
-1.i. Has r r:e views 01
▪
..*Dutritaiidrag 3te 2
t • t-,Qme boat launch ac
Protes
Real Estate
,,-;• 753 7955

rii
town
•

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
495

SOLD
1991 PONTIAC Grand
Prix 2dr, 47,XXX miles,
clean and sharp 753 7814
or 753-1423

980 GLASTRON 16' ski
boat, new 140hp motor,
excellent condition with
ski's and many accessories, heavy duty trailer,
$4250 Carroll MazdaNissan,800 Chestnut, Murray, KY 42071 002)
753-8850

Used
Trucks
1963 CHEVY pickup
436-2147
1967 FORD SWB, partially
customized, shaved door
handles, tailgate, tail lights,
new paint, 351 Cleveland 3
on the tree, tinted windows,
side opening tailgate.
435-4565 after 4:30pm.
1984 FORD heavy duty
ton pickup,460 engine, a/c,
dual tanks, drop hitch bumper, new tires Call after
5pm 436-2081
1987 4x4 JIMMY, excellent
condition, 88,XXX miles,
$7000 759-4994

Services
Offered

s•

CARPENTER, small or
large job Call Bob
759-1192

MULCH, pick up loads
Murray 436-5560
PAINTING, exterior, interior. Call Charlie Rains
753-5754.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
RICK'S Roofing All types
of roofs and repairs Torchon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisrean 492-8742

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

753-1916

Call Us Today!

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service is a hands' clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds. You go a 2x1 display ad, regularly
priced at $9.60, for

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)
Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

-

.
_ 't

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE

'7.50

1 insertion

'12 50

2 insertions

*15.00

3 insertions

DEADLINES An 1 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

1989 CENTURY 4500CLX
47-I Nlirage. Briit,. st.to,1••‘• steel
214
eriip
retie, side packet exhaust, AM FM
raiseette fan, sink. pump-out head, sleeps
2,, tandem trailer wlsrakes, li‘ted new
$ t,.L'i
$19,0491.4

Call 753-5315
Sae a.s..4

The Escalation of Chalices

Tomorrow: Caught in a quandary.
South dealer.
straightforward CO percent chance of
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Both sides vulnerable.
the finesse succeeding. This escalaaluminum gutters, variety
NOKITI
tion of chances is something .1 careful
of colors. Licensed, in• K 9 S 6:1
declarer is always or the leokote for
sured. Estimate available.
•A7
759-4690.
Consider this deal where South's
•A 94
slam seems EA) depend solely on a club
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR•
•5 4 2
finesse. But ad
ly, wit h correct play
Wood VCR Service Center,
WES•1'
EAST
it is possible to make the slain not only.
cleaning- servicing $15;
in the 50 deal:: out of 100 where East
most repairs $35 New to- •2+74
cation Route 1, Alma V :1 10 9 5 2
QS 6 3
has the king of clubs, but :its() in
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri , •.1 86 5 3
•(1 10 7
another 10deals or so where West has
753-0530
•K 7
the singleton or doubleton king.
501,TH
In order to cater to these addiWANTED light hauling,
* A Q .1 10 5
trees trimmed or removed
tional possibilities and thereby raise
or mowing Call Don
✓ K4
hijs chances from Co to 641 percent.
753-2772 or 753-2320
• K2
South wins the heart lead with the
•A Q ti 3
king, draws trumps, cashi s the ace
WILL mow lawns Call
The bidding:
753-8908
of hearts, ace of clubs and K -A of
South West
North East
diamonds, and then ruffs the nine of
I
Pass
3
Pass
diamonds.
4 NT
Pass
5V
Pass
These preliminaries attended to.
5 NT
Pass
6•
Pass
South crosses to dummy with a
FREE medium size pup- 6*
trump, leads a club, and plays the
pies Days 759-9806, Opening lead -jack of hearts.
queen after East follows low.(South
nights 753-1861
I•el's suppose that declarer can
cannot he expected to know that West
make a particular contract only by
was dealt the douhleton king I
taking a successful finesse against a
West takes the queen with the
king. if nothing in the bidding or
king, hut, thanks to South's advance
play indicates otherwise,he is said to
preparation,must return a heart or a
have a 50 percent chance for the diamond. This permits declarer to
contract.
discard a club from dummy as he
In some cases, however, declarer ruffs the return in his hand, and the
can find a way to improve on the slam comes rolling home.

NA.0

Kiket *at, income Sc
r )0-s 'tor 2 e.af••
screened and carpeted pa
t.re ail fite.:,tr.c built in
rra Sopaatte entre/rah) u0411110•4 4
room and bate apt newly.
Otsteriaed tor mental 14
acre -site reduced to
$49 900 7511122
_

Contract Bridge

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

on the market in
3br 1 h bath
erifitial gas heat.
yard 12,12 out
t linj
-wore Renee
irry Prel.rssional Real
I stare 759 1591 or
753 795.5 nights

Hooker said the parking lot
had been under 24-hour watch
since Thursday's call about the
cracks, and a section of the lot
had been cordoned off. Authorities could not say whether the
dead woman's car was inside the
cordoned area when it fell.
Hooker said he couldn't determine if the city was at fault for
not moving to correct the cracks
sooner. "We'll have to bring in
specialists to investigate," he
said.
Authorities said improper construction of the 3-year-old parking lot also could be to blame for
the sinkhole.
Although the sewage line was
found to be structurally sound
during an inspection in January,
city officials have been reviewing
proposals either to renovate it or
build a new one nearby to relieve
stress on the line.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

r

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
ema.
e s 1%8,i4V 6100FIRAV 1001...r4
?Si SW

MOWER repair. Same day
service, 7 days week. AAost
repairs at your home Factory trained, 15 yrs experience. 502-753-5299.

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
ming, tree removal, cleanCooling Service. Coming out sheds, attics, & odd and
installation and serjobs Free estimates plete
Call Gary at
vice
436-2102 Luke Lamb
759-4754
Al IA all around mowing &
bulldozing and
tree trimming & light haul- CUSTOM
work, septic sysing. Call 436-2528 ask for backhoe
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Mark
Al, AL'S hauling, yard DRYWALL, finishing, rework, tree removal, mow- pairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
ing Free estimates
759-1683
EXPERIENCED drywall
A-1 Professional VCR finishing, new construction,
cleaning & small repair. additions, blown ceilings.
Call Zeb's VCR Repair 435-4036.
436-2135.
GENERAL Repair: plumbAl TREE Service. Stump ing, roofing, tree work_
removal and spraying. Free 436-2642.
estimates. 753-0906 after HANDYMAN will do plumb5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495. ing, electrical, carpentry
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- and general repair
try, remodeling, porches. 753-0596
roofing, concrete, drive- INBOARD & outboard Marways, painting, mainte- ine Repair. Service calls.
nance, etc. Free estimates. 502-436-5792.
489-2303.
KB. ASSOCIATES. GenANTIQUE refinishing, fur- eral construction, remodelniture repair & custom ing, garages, decks, patios,
woodworking. 753-8056.
interior-trim. 753-0834
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: KITCHEN CABINET REFactory trained by 3 major COVERY existing doors &
manufacturers All work frames with woodgrain forand parts warranted. Ask mica, all colors Free estifor Andy at The Appliance mates. Wulff's Recovery
Works, 753-2455.
Murray. 436-5560
APPLIANCE SERVICE. LAWN mowing service. InKenmore, Westinghouse, sured. Coleman Benefiel
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- phone 759-4564.
perience. BOBBY
LEE'S CARPET CLEANHOPPER, 436-5848.
ING Carpets, furniture.
BACKHOE SERVICE
Free estimates. 753-5827.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace- BACKHOE Service - ROY
ment. 759-1515
HILL Septic system, driveLICENSED for electric and ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
gas .753-7203

1990 SHADOW Bass boat
wth Mercury 150 XR4, towranco graph and flasher,
$9500 Call 753-4117 after
4 30pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C LIST OM WOODWORKING
All Types Of
Custom Woodworkin.;

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134 or
436-5832

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

510

985 E 150 RAISED roo
conversion van, loaded
with all accessories, only
47 XXX miles 753-7275

Services
Offered

CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs. Glen Bob36FT house boat, alumi- ber, 759-1247
num hull newly remodeled,
115 Evinrude motor, gener- CHILI Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
ator, $6500 436-5811
citizen discounts We sell
BASS & ski boat chimney caps and screens
436-2071, 436-5811
435-4191

Vine

1976 OLDS Cutlass 2dr
1972 Olds Royal Eighty
1992 FORD Ranger ExEight, 50,XXX miles. 1978
tended cab 17,XXX miles,
Ford Midas 24' Mini Home,
am/fm cassette, a/c, pit.
loaded. 18,XXX miles
anti lock brakes, 2 3 litre,
1709 Calloway
4sp with overdrive
1980 DODGE Omni 4th, 753-3939 after 6pm
hatchback, brand new Holley carb feei pump, coil wire
510
8. diStributor cap, runs
good, good gas mileage,
Campers
good Ores, cream color, fair
condition, $600 753-6796 1977 ELDARODA motorhome 24ft, 48,000 actual
1982 CUTLASS Supreme, miles, microwave tv & vcr,
white, 6 cyl, auto, pis, pdb, newly remodeled.excellent
new Ores, cold air Must c6ndition 753-8663
sell $1500 Call 753-6885
1990 COACHMAN 29ft,
1982 CUTLASS Supreme perfect shape 759-1924
Brougham diesel, needs
some body work,row set of 21FT Free Spirit self conGoodyear tires, .ery de tained, good condition,
pendable, good work car $2900 Days 759-9806 or
nights 753-1861
759-1954
1984 VW Scirocco. drives CAMPER trailer, stove, refrigerator, shower, $1000
fast, arc, ph.v,
p/b am
To see 16th St to Coach
fm Must sell $1795
Estates 2blks south on
753-8270
right 759 9775
1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn,
sun/moon roof, pis, p/b,
prw, V-6, come look,
$3850 After 5 30pm
753 8096
1967 38FT RNer Queen
1987 CHEVY Spectrum, twin 318 Chrysler, stove,
brown, 4dr, 5sp, excellent refrigerator, depth finder,
condition, excellent gas mi- marine radio. 1972 33ft
leage 489-2956
Chris Craft, fiberglass twin
1988 BERETTA GT, local 327 Chevy's 474-2228.
one owner car Call
759-1228 after "500 or 1985 SEARAY 19ft, excellent condition Priced
leave message
$7200 Call 753-5927
1988 CHEVROLET Beretta, 6 cyl, auto, air, 1986 BARETTA Ski Boat,
16.A ft, 140hp Mercruiser,
56 XXX miles with optional
ItO, walk thru front, top,
new car warwty Local
spare prop, low hours, dark
one owner Reduced to
brown & tan, excellent con$5800 753 7210
dition, $4650. 436-5610
1988 SUN BIRD GT, white.
1987 HYDRA Sport DV
new tires, good condition,
185, 150XR 2 Mercury, fully
69.XXX miles, $4900
loaded with extras, tandem
753-4798
trailer with brakes Call
1988 TOYOTA Camry LE evenings 753-1301.
Sta Wgn, 4 cyl, auto, local 1988 SWEET Water Ponone owner, 43,XXX miles, toon, 24ft. capacity 15,
excellent condition $8900. 75hp Mercury, sts radio,
753-5949
like new, many extras,
15500 474 8837 evenings.

• -,wr:3r Spacious 4.
:•,icin 3 , bath in beau,
oroixl Drive area
e•ord back yard, bock
secoed story deck
..i.,riaokine, tree covered
ot .:orreat dining room.
; srn family room. 2
Completely fin
_.r • 1 basement Asking
S'1•9 Yf Serious inquiries
No realtcrS please
.ilNG 2br. 2 bath
e central ha deg.rage extra out
•
Close to to.vn
•
'Or-al.:41 Offered in
tee $4.)s K apperud Realty
•5 1 2-) MLS84729

350 V-8 MOTOR. exceltent
shape 436-2147

1991 4DR Blazer 4x4 Tahoe, all options, 48,XXX
miles, $12,900. 1991 2dr
Blazer 4x4 Tahoe, all options, $10.900 527-3512.

441
Lots
For Sale

991 PONTIAC LeMans
2dr, 4 cyl, auto, 23,XXX
miles like new, $4950
753-3704, 1601 Loch Lomond will trade

Services
Offered

the parking lot, causing the pipe
to burst and the sinkhole to form,
authorities said.
Just four days before, the city
had been called in to inspect
cracks around a manhole and in a
retaining wall at the parking lot.
City workers were scheduled
Monday to begin correcting the
cracks and applying steel reinforcements to the sewer line, but the
pipe collapsed before they could
begin, Hooker said.

ATLANTA (AP) - Workers
labored today to stabilize a giant
sinkhole where two people died
when it opened up in a hotel
parking lot.
Severe storms that overwhelmed an old sewer pipe early
Monday apparently caused the
sinkhole, which is more than 100
feet wide and about 50 feet deep.
Victoria Vaynshteyn, 26, died
when her car was swallowed up
by the sinkhole as she arrived for
work at the Courtyard by Marriott hotel.
The other victim, Oscar Cano,
33, was a restaurant worker at the
hotel. He was apparently in the
parking lot looking for someone
to jump-start his car when the
sinkhole swallowed him up shortly before dawn, a family friend
said.
Authorities had no reason to
believe anyone else had been
swallowed by the hole, but they
didn't rule it out.
"We will still be moving gingerly on the possibility that
another person is down there,"
said Douglas Hooker, the city's
public
works
acting
commissioner.
Authorities warned the hole
could widen if more rain fell.
The storms, which hit Atlanta
before dawn, apparently flooded
a 70-year-old drainage pipe under

Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
For assistance call. 733-1010 or come by

Wray Ledger & Times
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Looking Back

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 15, the 166th day of 1993. There are 199
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 15, 1215, King John signed the Magna Carta at Runnymede. England, granting his barons more liberty.
On this date:
In 1520. Pope Leo X threatened to excommunicate Martin Luther if
he did not recant his religious beliefs.
In 1775, the Second Continental Congress voted unanimously to
appoint George Washington head of the Continental Army.
In 1836, Arkansas became the 25th state.
In 1844, Charles Goodyear received a patent for his process to
strengthen rubber. Even so, Goodyear did not benefit from the invention, and died in poverty in 1860.
In 1904, more than a 1,0(X) people died when fire erupted aboard
the steamboat General Skicum in New York's East River. • In 1944, American forces began their successful invasion of Saipan
in the Central Pacific in World War 11.
In 1%7, California Gov. Ronald Reagan signed a bill liberalving
his state's abortion law.
in 1978. King Hussein of Jordan married 26-year-old American
Lisa Ilalaby. and proclaimed his bride Queen Noor al-Hussein, Arabic
kit Light of Hussein.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court snack down a host of state
and local restrictions on abortion, reinforcing its 1973 decision which
let:allied the procedure.
Five years ago: The British colony of Hong Kong announced_ a
slarnpdown on so-called boat people, saying newly arriving Vietnamese relugees would be incarcerated and returned to Vietnam if they
,ould not prove they had fled religious or political persecution.
()tic year ago: Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin arrived in the
. mted States lor his summit with President Bush. The U.S. Supreme
(Sour c ruled the government may kidnap criminal suspects from a lorei:ii
for prosecution._ Vice President Dan Quayle, relying on a
Ilash card, erroneously instructed a Trenton, N.J., elementary
N, hoot student to spell "potato" as "potatoe" during a spelling bee.
Today's Birthdays:.. Former congressman Morris K. Udall. D-Arit.,
is 7 I. New York Gov. Mario Cuomo is 61. Singer Waylon Jennings is
56. Singer-songwriter Harry Nilsson is 52. Comedian-actor Jim
Fielushi is 39.
Thought for Today: "Inject a few raisins of conversation into the
[asidess dough of existence."
0. Henry (William Sydney Por.k.ri. American author (1862-1910).
•

Ten years ago
Nearly two years after the
United States Supreme Court
declared posting of copies of the
Ten Commandments on classroom walls to be unconstitutional, the Calloway County Board of
Education voted 4-1 last night to
remove the plaques from walls
within the school district.
Irma La Follete, William M:
Boyd, Anna Stahler, Anne Barrows, Carla Rexroat, Nadine Turner, Daphene Mowery and Edith
Noffsinger are officers of Calloway County Union of American
Heart Association.
Pvt. Bret M. Mowery, son of
James E. and Daphene Mowery,
is now serving at Camp Carroll in
South Korea.
Paintings by Barbara Tucker
are on display during the month
of June at Calloway County Public Library.

President John F. Kennedy notified Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield and Senator John
Sherman Cooper that TVA will
develop a national recreational
area as a demonstration in resource development in the 170,000
acres "Between the Lakes" area
which lies between TVA Kentucky Lake Reservoir on Tennessee River and Army Corps of
Engineers Barkley Lake Reservoir on Cumberland River.
David Watson. Johnny Kelso,
Don Spiceland. Beverly Goode,
Cynthia Ezell, Connie Hopkins
and Marsha Hendon of Calloway
County attended 4-H Leadership
Conference held at the University
of Kentucky, June 10-13. They
were accompanied by their leader, Mrs. Leon Grogan.
Births reponed include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. W. Gene Lovins,
June 8

Twenty years ago
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller and Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis signed a five-year
contract for ambulance services
in Murray and Calloway County
with Professional Ambulance
Service. Inc., of Paducah on June
13.
Mrs. Rob Walston Jr., the former Monika Gabriele Haack of
Germany. became a citizen of the
United States of America on June
12.
Wayne Williams, Cofficld
Vance and Nick Horton of Murray Civitan Club attended the
Kentucky District Civitan Leadership Training Academy at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, June 8 and 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Whitlow
will be married for 50 years on
June 16.
Thirty years ago

DEAR ABBY: I've been married
for four years and have a 2-year-old
daughter. My problem is me. Since I
had my baby, I've gained a lot of
weight and can't get it off.
I feel like my husband doesn't
love me anymore because of this
I've asked him about it. but he
blows rrw off lie never tells me that
he loves me; he never kisses nit..
and we've gone from .making love
three to four times a week to three
to four times a month. and I know
it's because I don't tuni him iii anymore. What I wouldn't do hit- him
just to hug me. I feel so lonely and
ugly. I don't even leave the door
open while I'm dressing, because I

don't want him to sett nu,
DEAF{ 1•00 FAT: Nobody is
I've lost all my self ,--tceni I "too fat to he hived." Stop beathate to leave my house hecaust. I
ing yourself up and take the
ti-el like people just look at nit and
first step toward recovery.
say. "Look at her. She most It, at
Overeaters Anonynunes ilistleast Inn pounds to.erw eight lin
directoryi
ed in your telt pl
surprised her husband I- still with
will welcome s Ott s it II open
her. I feel sorry for him
arms to a meeting w here you
When I look at my wedding plc
will find men and W111/11.111 who
tures. I get so depre.:sed I hate
are fighting the same battle as
MySelf• !low could I 11:1le is ii 1.1
you. There is no shaming, no
myself get like thi--'
ss eighing :11141 MI embarrassAbby. I don't know what to do. I
ment-just a fellowship If comcan't afford to go to tint• tut iho,a•
ate people with a COMpas.
weight-loss centers every week Is
MOTI problem. And ie,..eree.
there anything that situ can .i5 It
There are chapters in almost
help me?
every city, bui if yon have diffi11a)FA.1"11 I RP: AEI) culty finding the nearest one,
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By GARY LARSON
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send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Overeaters
ymous, P.O. Box 92870, Los
.1
Angeles, Calif. 90009.
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drop!
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callfirst Nix door is usually
unlocked 11 I don't miswer ci uknoi...im.; it 1- 'wt.,. slit walks right in anti
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DEAR TItULY: No. F'irst,
has e you ever asked her to
please telephone first? If you
haven't, you should.
And whether she continues
to drop in or not - you should
always keep your door locked.
II will protect not only your privacy, hut it could save your life.
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Legion Auxiliary. started today at
University of Kentucky. Attending from here are Joan Shell, Ann
Kocrtner and Betty Charles Bondurant, Murray High School, and
Joan Spann and Randa Broach,
Murray Training School.
Lena Mae Boyd Bucy and William E. Turner were married June
6 at the home of bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Boyd.
Mrs. Herbert Halpert will represent Murray Branch of American Association of University
Women at the national meeting at
Minneapolis, Minn., June 22-26.
Births reported include a Girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gene Clark
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Lockhart, June 6: a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Newell Hopkins, June
7.
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The Seventh Annual Girls
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measure
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Dems looking for smooth confirmation
Mrs. Caroline J. Thacker

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats are hoping the early
The funeral for Mrs. Caroline
Survivors include her husband, plaudits for President Clinton's
Burial will follow in Murray
J. Thacker is today at 1 p.m. at City Cemetery with arrangements Dr. T.A. Thacker; one daughter,
first Supreme Court pick will carMemorial Baptist Church, where by Blalock-Coleman Funeral Mrs. Sherry Bouchillon and husry forward and make Judge Ruth
she was a member. The Rev. home.
band, Dan, Louisville; one sister, Bader Ginsburg, a champion of
Alvin Gilliand, the Rev. Leon
Mrs. June Tandy Craig and hus- women's rights, the second
Mrs. Thacker, 69, of Rt. 6,
Winchester, the Rev. Mike Farband, Ogden, Central City; two woman on the high bench.
mer and the Rev. Buron Richer- Murray, died Sunday at 6:21 p.m.
grandchildren, Andrea Lynn
"I think she's a Democrat that
son are officiating. John Wood is at Murray-Calloway County
Bouchillon and Dr. John Shannon even Republicans could supleading congregational singing Hospital.
Bouchillon, Louisville.
port," 'Sen. Charles Grassley, Rwith Mrs. Oneida White as
Iowa, a member of the Senate
organist.
Judiciary Committee that must
Active pallbearers are Coffield
confirm her, said today. "Now
Vance, Bill Halford, Walt Fulkerthe president is beginning to act
home.
Services for Mrs. Estelle C.
son, starkie Colson and Mason
include her husband, as the centrist he ran on instead
Survivors
at
p.m.
today
at
2
are
Johnson
Billington. Honorary pallbearers
Howard Johnson; two stepdaugh- of the liberal he started serving
are all deacons of Memorial Bap- Washington Street Baptist
Patricia Johnson, Chicago, as."
ters,
she
was
where
Paducah,
Church,
tist Church.
Anti-abortion groups were crita member. The Rev. Robert 0. Ill., and Emma Jane Burdine,
ical
of Clinton's surprise choice,
sisters,
two
Tenn.;
Knoxville,
Ross is officiating.
Mrs. Udell Duffy and Mrs. Della which he made Monday just days
Burial will follow in MapleGleason, Murray; two brothers, after federal Appeals Court Judge
lawn Cemetery with arrangeH.L. Cunningham, Murray, and Stephen Breyer of Boston seemed
Home,
ments by Hamock Funeral
Willie Cunningham, Morganfield; to have the inside track for the
Paducah.
Mrs. Johnson, 74, Paducah, six stepgrandchildren; several nomination.
Funeral rites for Charles Edwin
Some liberals, too, promised
nieces and nephews.
Markham were Monday at Sun died Saturday at 3 a.m. at her
hard
questioning of Ginsburg
rites
were
Graveside
West.
City
when the Judiciary Committee
today at 11 a.m. at Riverside
holds hearings, probably next
Cemetery, Hopkinsville.
month. But there was no sign of
The famkly requests that
Street, Benton, died Friday at an impending brawl like what
Funeral rites for Pat L. Moore
expressions of sympathy be in the
Marshall County Hospital, happened with the last Supreme
will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
form of contributions to MidCourt nominee, Justice Clarence
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Continent Bible College, MayThomas.
Benton. Dr. Ben Boone will
field, Ky., where his late father,
"She will be a very effective
officise.
O.C. Markham, served as the first
Survivors include his wife.
president of that school.
Burial will follow in Marshall Mrs. Ruth Virginia Hale Moore; person before the Judiciary ComMr. Markham, 69, died Friday
County Memory Gardens.
one daughter, Mrs. Janette Mey- mittee," White House Chief of
Friends may call at the funeral er, Owensboro; one son, Kenneth Staff Mack McLarty predicted
at his home at Sun City West,
Ariz.
home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.
Moore, Benton; three grandchil- today. "She will make a profound contribution to this counSurvivors include his wife,
Mr. Moore, 78, of Walnut dren; five great-grandchildren.
try," he said, making the rounds
Mrs. Jacquelyn Gladdish Markon morning television shows.
his
West,
and
City
ham, Sun
The White House, looking for
stepmother, Mrs. Anne Parrish
a sure win after a couple of
Markham, Mayfield.
Opponents argued the bill embarrassing misfires on highCARSON CITY, Nev.(AP)
The Nevada Assembly voted to would taint Nevada's image and level nominees to other admirepeal a 1911 sodomy law that promote what they consider nistration posts, consulted extenimmorality.
made gay sex a felony.
sively with key senators as ClinAssembly Judiciary Chairman ton struggled for
Gov. Bob Miller is expected to
12 weeks to
sign the measure approved Mon- Bob Sader, a Democrat, said the decide on a replacement for retirold sodomy law discriminated
day on a 29-12 vote.
The funeral for Stephen Allen
ing Justice Byron White. Several
against homosexuals.
The
bill
was
amended
in
the
Road,
Camp of Johnny Robertson
senators
attended the Rose Gar"It's time,to repeal a law that
Senate earlier to include a proviMurray, will be Wednesday at 11
den
announcement
to express
sion that makes public acts of has outlived it's usefulness. It's
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funsupport.
eral Home, Benton. The Rev. sodomy, including oral sex definitely time to repeal a hypo"Do I agree with her on everybetween heterosexuals, a felony - critical law," he said.
John Phillips and the Rev. Ricky
thing?
Of course not," said Sen.
As of last month, 25 states outpunishable by up to six years in
Cunningham will officiate.
Orrin Hatch of Utah, senior
lawed sodomy.
prison.
Burial will follow in Union
Republican on the committee.
Ridge Cemetery at Aurora.
"But she's going to make a very
Friends may call at the funeral
excellent justice."
home after 4 p.m. today
"I don't think she'll be a con(Tuesday).
BALTIMORE (AP) -- Seven for the deaths of 30 people in the
troversial nominee. I think she'll
Mr. Camp, 39, died Friday at
members of a drug gang have Baltimore area last year.
go through and I think she'll be
Community Hospital, Mayeld. been sentenced to life in prison
"This gang essentially killed on the court by the time it (the
His death was from injuries suswithout parole for selling a 30 people," said Assistant U.S. next term) starts in October,"
tained in a traffic accident.
potent heroin substitute blamed Attorney Brent J. Gurney, the Sen. Larry Pressler, R-S.D., also
lead prosecutor in the case, said
a member of the fudiciary ComMonday.
mittee, said today. Grassley and
. Investments Since 1854
Two other gang members were Pressler were interviewed on Fox
sentenced to 24 years in prison. TV.
The drug, fentanyl — known
However, there was no guaranon the street as China White — is
tee of smooth sailing for Ginsa highly potent narcotic normally
burg. Activists at both ends of the
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) —
used as an anesthetic. The drug is political spectrum promised to
A jury recommended the death
Prices as of 9 AM
scour her record.
penalty for a Texas drifter con- s 10 to 50 times stronger than
s,
heroin.
"If -Judge Ginsburg is in the
victed
of
kidnapping,
raping
and
Company'
Price
Chg
mainstream, she is at its left bank
murdering a 9-year-old girl and
and President Clinton should not
dumping her body in a trash can.
think
he can push the ideological
The
Orange
County
Superior
Dow Jones Ind. Avg..........--2.76
envelope
any further," said ThoCourt jury deliberated four-.4ays
DJIA Previous Close.......3514.69
mas
upping
of the Coalitions for
before
deciding
Monday
that
'Is
41'/s +
Air Products
America, a conservative group.
Richard DeHoyos should die in
63/a +'I4
AT&T
Since Jimmy Carter never had
unc
NEW YORK (AP) — FortyBell South.-.--.........
the gas chamber for the March
60s/s • sh
Briggs & Stratton
five passengers on a sightseeing a vacancy to lull, Clinton's nomi1989 slaying of Nadia,Puente. A
Bristol Myers Squibb....6014 unc
cruise suffered scrapes and minor nation is the first for a Democrajudge will make the final sentenc46sIs + 3Is
Chrysler •
ing decision on Aug. 27.
trauma when their boat crashed tic president since Lyndon John2614 - 1/s
Dean Foods
son. White, who will retire when
into a Hudson River pier.
DeHoyos, 35, was convicted
651/z unc
Exxon
the court ends its current session
The
accident
Monday
was
last
month
of
first-degree
murder
'211/2 + "Is
Fisher Prke
in the next few days, is the last
52 + '/s
Ford Motor.
after his attorney failed to per- caused by a steering malfunction,
Democratic appointee still
said
Keith
Hark,
a
spokesman
for
General Electrk...........931/2 +
suade the jury that DeHoyos was
serving.
Circle
Line
Sightseeing
Yachts
40s4 + Its
General Motors
criminally insane.
If confirmed, Ginsburg, 60,
Inc. A backup control system
4414 + 'Is
Goodrich
Asked for comment after the
would
be the second woman ever
slowed
the
boat
to
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2
mph,
pre387/s + 34
Goodyear
jury's recommendation, Sara
named to the court, joining Sand51'!.. 1/5
IBM
venting
a
more
serious
accident,
Puente, the girl's mother said: "I
ra Day O'Connor there. She also
34½ + 1/s
Ingersoll Rand
he said.
don't have any feelings toward
2254 1/4
K Mart
Most
of
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boat's 268 passen- would be the first Jewish justice
the bastard that killed my baby."
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K -1: Energy
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were
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1969.
school
band
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boat
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University. In 1972 she
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death penalty. The verdict was
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Merck
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after
a
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cruise
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lessor at that school. A federal
Manhattan.
around
323411 333/4A
Peoples First°
jury misconduct, forcing the
7234 34.
Quaker Oats.retrial.
Schering-Plough
6834 DeHoyos coaxed Nadia into
521/2 +
Sears
his car by posing as a teacher,
63% + "Is
Texaco
investigators said. Her body was
37/
1
2 - 1/s
Time Warner
found in a garbage can in Griffith
2834 - 'h
CST
Park in Los Angeles.
Wal-Mart
267/s -

Mrs. Estelle C. Johnson

Charles Edwin
Markham

Pat L. Moore

appeals judge in Washington
since 1980, she said her nomination help end the days when
women "appear in high places
only as one -at-a -time
performers."
An attorney who broke ground
on behalf of women's rights in
the 1970s, Ginsburg is expected
to solidify the shaky coun majority in favor of abortion rights.
But, as Clinton said in his
announcement, Ginsburg's record
has been decidedly moderate
while on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit.
"Ruth Bader Ginsburg cannot
be called a liberal or a conservative. She has proved herself too
thoughtful for such labels," Clinton said.
Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole said Ginsbtirg was "a good
choice" who "undoubtedly has
the experience and the intellect to
hit the ground running if
confirmed."
"It's a little hard to predict
just where she will fit in on this
court," said Harvard law professor Laurence Tribe. "Certainly in
some areas — free-speech, freepress, personal autonomy — she
will represent a shift from JuArt
White's conservatism."
But Grassley, for one, said he
was impressed with her departure
from the liberal line on occasion,

Nevada repeals sodomy law

Tourists suffer minor
injuries when boat
hits Hudson River pier
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Drug gang sentenced to life
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Report
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Stephen
Allen Camp

Texas jury asks for
death penalty for
murderer of 9-year-old

including a ruling where she dismissed the complaint, of a
homosexual sailor who claimed
his rights were violated when he
was drummed out of the service.
She also has questioned the
logic, if not the outcome, of the
Roe vs. Wade decision that made
abortion a constitutional right.
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Special
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3 DAYS ONLY!
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MAKITA POWER TOOLS *
5093DW

Moce 804550

Cordless Drill

Palm Sander w,,Bag

s1 34"

$4999

Model 1305000

Model DR3000V

Random
Orbital Sander

Variable Speed
Recipro-Saw

$6999

$13899

VERMONT AMERICAN
71/4" Plywood Blade
#26494

$2"

7 Pc. Drill Bit Kit iwCase
5,0240

s6"

MACKLINBU AG-DUNCAN
Pro-Crafter 450
Speed Square
48.(eve
Sol 799
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*2738
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Tired of Looking at
Small Carpet Samples!
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All-American
Western Wear
Head to toe.
Outfits for the entire family.
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52:1 sal
31/11-MM1

Been $211.55-21.50
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REGISTER TO WIN
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'86 DODGE 250
CONVERSION VAN
Top grade raised roof conversion, loaded with amenities like
color TV, VCR. CB radio, AM/
FM cassette, alloy wheels, sofa
sleeper and more, older couple
traded for new conversion
Low buck price
Doan,rano tufa,lobate
4 Iry
4a4 444. cons*
end $25 wens* So

SG,942

cables*
CNA VSLER-Pf.Y11100000GENIEEP-EAGLE
75
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

See the Full Rolls,In Stock!
Largest Stock of Area Rugs in this Area
First Quality Carpet and a Price to Fit Your Budget
Visa

Master Card
pm
Mon -Sat till
Toll Free
1- AO -49,4-8963

Hwy 641"N
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TAKE TIME FOR From sleepless nights to

teaching kids how to drive

Father's Day is that
special time of year we set
aside to say,"Thanks.
Dad--you're the greatest.But you don't have to wait
till Father's Day to tell your
dad you love him. Let him
know you care ... 365 days
a year.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd Street

Murray

• Father's Day is a time to
reflect on the role Dads play in
their children's lives — from
rocking them to sleep at night to
giving them their first driving
lessons.
Lawrence Kutner, a faculty
member in the Department of
Psychiatry at Harvard Medical
School, says being a parent is
probably the most stressful job an
adult can undertake — but it is
also the most rewarding.
"Raising children is too serious a task to take seriously all the
time," Kutner says. He is a husband, father and author of
"Pregnancy and Your Baby's
First Year" (William Morrow,
$20). "We must have the ability
to laugh both with our children
and at ourselves."
You'll find plenty of laughs in
Rick Epstein's "Rookie Dad:
Meditations from the Backyard"
(Hyperion, $9.95) and David
Heller's new book,"Fathers Are

Like Elephants Because They're
the Biggest Ones Around (But
They Still Are Pretty Gentle
Underneath)" (Villard Books,
$8).
Epstein humorously relates the
joys — and challenges — of
being a father — from observing
the birth of his children to playing a game called Sick Ducks and
coping with sibling rivalry.
"I can tell you something
about guys," he writes in a confidental tone. "Most of us would
like to reduce the whole weird,
womanly business of childbirth to
a simple mechanical procedure
like changing a carburetor. This
information is presented, not to
excuse men for the way they
think, but to let women know just
what they may be up against."
In Epstein's view, "the ideal
father would have kind of a

ly doesn't sin, but is equipped
nevertheless to understand and
counsel those who do."
Even if Dad isn't an "ideal
father," he's right up there with
the best of them, according to
hundreds of kids, ages 4 to 10,
interviewed for David Heller's
new book on fatherhood. "A dad
is a kid's best friend," says
10-year-old John.
That's not to say, however,
that Dad is perfect.
When asked if fathers really
know best, 8-year-old Rebecca
replied: "Nah
He always gets
lost on the turnpike when he
can't find the right exit."
So, what kind of man makes
the best father? "The best kind is
the father who will watch cartoons with you," says 6-year-old
Joy, while 10-year-old Geoff
observes: "Fatherhood isn't for
weaklings, but it's not for macho

priestly persona; he'd come
across* someone who personal- • TURN TO PAGE 11

1- Cover Identification: The following
fathers and their children are featured
on the cover of the Father's Day special
section: clockwise from top — James, Brad
and Chase Gallimore; John, Adam, Ben and
Carl Williams; Brad and Claire Barnett;
and Chad and Hannah Cochran.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Letters included in this
special section were part of class projects
from the following teachers: Dora Pittman,
at Southwest Elementary School; Robertson
Elementary — Mrs. Cantrell, Mrs. Colson,
Mrs. Foster and Mrs. Rexroat.

753-2411

•
ror Father-vista)
,
And Everyday It's...

111111101111.011.

CDan5
University Plaza • Murray
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Letters from Robertson—Cantrell
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Mrs. Cantrell's
2nd Grade
Why I love my dad...
Because he is fun to play with.
When I take his comb he chasis me
and lets me play with his old old
toy gun. I am glad he's my dad.
My dad has black hair. My dad
lets me weadeat.
Alicia
Why I love my dad...
Becuase he takes me on his
truck. He buys me toys. He hleps
me on the truck. My dad takes me
on trips. He makes me a lalg hous.
He takes me fishing. He hlep me
rember to wipe my feet when I git
on the truck. He helps me make a
hide out.
Nicholas Steinke
Why I love my father...
He plays basketball with me.
He gets us movies. He takes me
fishing in the summer. He playes
baseball with me. He takes me to
Mc Donalds. He flys kites. He
gets my basketball when it's in the
creek.
John Mark Wells
Why I love my father...
He's nice and kind. Dad protects me when there's something
that goes wrong. Dad cares about
me. So I think he's the best dad in
the whole world.
Shannon Shelby
I love my uncle because he rints
me movies. He bah me a din bike.
He bise me close.
Cory White

Why I love my dad...
He is nice. He plays with me.
And he takes me places. He is fun
to play with. Because he takes me
to the school to play. Because he
helps me.
Jessica Wilburn
Why I love my dad...
My dad is so nice. He makes me
so happy! I love my dad. He loves
me. We play togather. He is my
best frind. My dad makes supper.
My dad bot my game boy.
Daniel Johnson
Why I love my dad...
My dad is nice and weird and I
love him and he loves me. I like to
sleep with my dad but my sister
alwasy wakes us up. I like when
my dad is sleepy too because he
makes my sister be quite.
Schuyler McCurdy
Why I love my dad...
I love my dad bcuas he toght
Tory,and me how to get up at6:00
in the morning. He is nice to us.
He love us very very mush. He is a
very good tupet player. My dad is
handsome and qute.
Ashley Winchester
Why I love my dad...
Because he piches with me
when he has nothing to do. I love
my dad because he takes me to get
thangs like candy after Baseball
games or Soccer games. He takes
me out to eat. But most of all he
loves me and I love him.
Michael Balmer

Why I love my father...
My dad is nice. He Night me a
present for my birthday. My dad
cares about mc very much. He
was there to take care of me when
am sick. He was also there when I
needed him.
Stephanie Woods
I love my dad, he is fun. My dad
is funny. My dad is very funny. I
love him.
Jacob Nerney
Why I love my dad...
I love my dad bccous he is not
mean. My dad is nice to me. My
dad plays with me. He practices
with me. He trys to make my
prodlmis eays. That is why I love
my dad. I would not be happy
with out him.
Dustin Sutton

Why I love my dad...
I love my dad because he is
nice. ICaral Strode is my dad. He
takes me to the mall. He takes me
to Chucky Chees. He makes
Jonathan and me laugh. My dad
toght me kursuf. I love my dad
because he is himself.
Kristin Strode
Why I love my father...
Well hes nice. He lets me sleep
on the couch. He plays with me.
He gets me toys. He got me Porky
my dog. He lets me sleep with
him. He lets Porky sleep with me.
And thats why I like him!
Brandon Passmore

In Charles Fraces portrayal, the mother's expression is alert, yet serene,
as her cub contemplates
the next adventure.
Charles Frace" is now
considered to be America's
greatest living wildlife
artist.
"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing
The

,GALLERY „
301 N. 12th • University Square • Murray • 759-1019

411110C

Famous
Fish Dinners
"A Lake Area Legend"
—featuring—

Fish Dinners in the Farmer Family Tradition
A favorite for over 40 years.
Owner: Mansfield & Shellia Farmer

Hours: Tue.-Sat. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 1140
p.m., Closed Monday

Fish

hallotsE
hack

CARE CENTER
502/753-0700

Fish Dinners, Shrimp. Steaks. Chicken

901 Coldwater Rd. • 7534741
(
41910
tolv

Fathers care about...
fathering and
Fathers care about
babies and
Fathers care about
life!
And at LifeHouse, we care about fathers!

1506 Chestnut St. Murray
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US
Help Dad
find his comfort zone
in a new Hammock
-•

e.14••••..
• •I'll‘zr-""t-o• 7
I
4?•

Also...
Throws
and
Pillows
To Keep Dad
Comfortable
and Cozy.

Letters from
Robertson
Cantrell
Why I love my grandfather...
He is nice. He does nice things
for my grandmother. He makes a
fire in the fireplas. He showed me
a guy with a good haircut. He is a
great grandfather! I love him!
Melissa Humbert
Why I love my father...
I love my father. I like my
father. He buys me toys. He helps
me with my homework. He is nise
to me. I fish with my father. He is
going to biy me a metle deteter.
Neil Todd

410,4110
Hoffman'sfrfr

to fit every Dad in prints.
stripes and tarton plaids
made of durable nylon

759-4512. Hwy. 94 East
Mon.-Sat. 8-6. Sun. 1-5

and open weave cotton.

Letters from
Robertson
Colson
Mrs. Colson's
2nd Grade
I love my dad because he takes
me playes with him. And he loves
mc to. And take me hunting with
him. And he buys me every thing.
James L. Querterrnous
I love my Dad because he dose
things for me. And when he come
home from work He plays games
with me. And in the summer he
goes swimming with me. And he
buys me things. My dad work at
PNC in Louvile.
Love,
Leslie Hatfield

IME t0
For A

Sidewalk
Father's Day
Sale
Wed. & Thtu-a. - June 16 & 17

(
4
10-50
1)fi\t r

clothing 25-50q oft
25( if

I love my Dad because he is
nice! lie deos lots of things for me.
When 1 go to my Dad's he takes
good care of me. He hardley ever
late when he comes to pick me up.
And if he is I don't care. Becase he
icksplans it and it's all way's good
reason. His birthday is in August.
Mary Elizabeth Karns
hove my Dad because he let mc
go swimming. He let me go play
baseball and football and soccor

to.

Bradley Thorn

Men's Green Joy
By Foot Joy
Reg $4995

39

Golf Shoes

10% off

0
1 035
. Taylor Made Mid Size Woods & Irons
King Cobra Woods & Irons
Lynx Boom Boom Drivers & Parallax Irons
'Full Stock of Calloway Big Bertha Drivers'

clotisha goti!Ina.
81648$4781

Why I love my papa...
He spoles me with candy all the
time. Writ after spechies in the
afternoon. When he takes me. He
tout colege but he retird.
Jennie Jones

•

We havehave hammocks

:All Golf Bags

Why I love my dad...
Because he gives me money,
and he's nice to me. And he takes
me out to cat. Because he lets me
get candy. And he gives my mom
money to buy me things. Because
he loves me and he doesn't fight
with my mom.
Sara Cox

102 N. 15th St. • 15 urrt

502-712411111

I love my step dad because he
loves mc alot. His fool name as R.
Bnan Ricdcl, I think he has a cute
name Someumes he yells at me
because I'm being had, but that is
aline because I deserved ii lk
takes me with him in his garbage
truck on Saturday It is fun I love
him. and he loves me
kw...a Nicole Duffs
I Ittat fay dal bum,ha has a
erase sum at bow.My daliplab
at Parket Peat Ns fa No. I
like my dad He takes ow *cob.
he Yeses as muck time•Ith
as he cam My dad. name It Greg
ammo Isabel

I love my dad becase he gives
mc free qurters and we have wore
with saurtguns I always win becase I's' got the ultamute the 200
and dad has the 100 he always get's
on the rooh. I always saurt him
down but yesterday we had war
whoever got saurted first the other
person 79 dollars and the winner
was me. Now I have 109 dollars.
Randy
I like my Dad because he put
food in the table for mom, Danny
and mc. My dad name is Billy. My
dad work's with hue's prseuscls.
Billy loves us vere much.
Sabrina Jo Ferguson
I love Tony because he takes me
on motorcycle rides and he plays
baseball and basketball. Sometime
he'll take where he works at
Booncs. He coaches for Murray
high also.
Chase T. Boone
I love my dad because he play
Nintindo with me and baseball,
soccer, and basketball. We go
swiming too.
Aidan Robert Schmeckpcper
I like my dad because he play.
Ball with mc. And we go and cat
he makes Funny Faces that make
me laugh. he takes mc skateing.
And I know )he loves me very
much and Ilovc him
Stacey Robertson
I love my dad because he takes
care of me I love my dad because
he rides me shcool evry day. I
love my dad because he plays with
me
KandaLe Howard
I love my !outlier besactis he
set% me Mop wea I at ;card sad Ite
is allwas at my bonleday and love's
me at sad I low hem to I lore yea
dad
love Ilinamily Sumas'

4
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Letters from
Robertson — Colson
I love my Dad because he
braskes basketball wive me. He
makes me laugh.
Jason Watuer
I love my dad because we have fun
together. He helps me in baseball.
We go playses together.
Tyler Neil Harper

1

I love my Dad because he
sometimes he geves me some
brents one night he gave mc a
boky bocet he sometimes tmos
bugs bunny and I wach it with him
sometimes he lets us pay me a toy.
Kimberly McClure
I love my Dad because he plays
with me a lote and he- takes me
fishing.
Jarrod Al-Alou

I like my dad because he let's mc
have my birthday at show biz! he
take's mc to the park. hove my dad
because he loves me!
. Sarah Catherine Simmons

Father's Day Special
Whole Strawberry Pies
—To Go—

I love my dad because he loves
me, He cars, he loves thats what
counts right? I love my dad because he plays and respeks and
works with me. I love my dad and
he loves me.
Elizabeth J. Johnson
I love my Dad because he love
me. He is very funny and he cars
about me. And he gose plasis with
me. he tries hes best to make my
life happy.
Sara Jane Cunningham

99

$5•

Each Plus Tax

Register to win a

MEXICAN OR CARIBBEAN CRUISE FOR TWO
on Father's Day weekend (June 18th, 19th and 20th).
Five additional winners will receive
$100 WORTH OF SHONEY'S GIFT CERTIFICATES.
(No Purchase Necessary)

MONEYS
Hwy. 641 North
Murray • 753-9257

Letters from
Foster
Robertson
Mrs. Foster's
2nd Grade
My dad is special Because he
shows me things he learned when
he was little that I would never
learn on my own. Like if wouldn'd
have told m I would have never go
thc blades of the Ion mocr. He is
the best because he lets me take
karate.
Zack Rayburn

Why my dad is special...
Because he will take me any
where I want to go and because he
will play with me and when I'm
feeling bad he cheers mc up so
that's why he's special. I think he's
the best dad in the world. Also he
will take me to base ball games
and that's another rcson why he's
special. Then there is alot of
resons but I can't put them all on
her.
Grant Burton

11416,111IAMP'46.11
,
416.1
,
4116.1FA:grAllihilrAtt

HAVE YOUR MR. FIX-IT
SEE US FIRST.
Your

$150 Off
35" Toshiba TV
With Stand

Complete Dolt-Yourself
Personal Cable System

Advent Indoor/
Outdoor Speakers

Starting At

169 Pair

$1 299

$19549

Perfect For The Poolside!

#1 Rated 35 T

Hitachi 50"
Ultravision
Projection TV

Local Marble Manufacturer

• Marble
• Mirrors and
•Ceramic Tile

•••

•

...1111111:11.1111111..=
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Pioneer VSX-451 Audio Receiver
With 5 Speakers
A Crimpletr Prnliwir Home
Thrater

Showroom Open Monday-Friday 8:00-4:30
Saturday 8-Noon

Get Dad A Legal

HORNTON

$29829
'
#1 Best

Punching In
Illegal Codes!

'310
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ILE & MARBLE

$599

Dolby Pro-IA)ipc 4-Way
Surround Sound System
•Two Remote Controls
•Gennts Plua Eaav
•Lifetirne Lens Warranty

Super (;uide
For Dad's
Satellite

VCRS and Stop

That Will Meuse

T

8 Super Deals For
Father's Day
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Pioneer VSX9OlS
Top of the Line
Audio Video Receiver
Display Unit lOrti 1
'300 Off List Price
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-Pmviding State-olthe-Art Home Entertainment"
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Letters from Robertson
I love my dad because he loves
me. He I'll always be his little girl
and I'll always be his sweat heart
and his girlfriend. I love my dad
because he reads to mc. He helps
me do highlight books. He helps
mc do homework, he also does
Jack and Jill books. I love him
more because shoot baskets, He
also helped mc learn how to ride
my bike. He said he would have to
beat off boys with a baseball bat!
Katie Smith

My dad is special because he
helps me with my home work. He
cooks supper for me. He is special
becuase he married my mom &
becuase he kisses me good by. My
dad is special for every thing he
dose well thats what I think.
Gaston France

My dad is special because he
doesn't live here. My parnuts are
getting a divorice so that's why
he's specail. On some Sundays he
takes me fishing and we have fun.
Michael Rogers
Why I love my grandad...
Because he takes me fishing,
and plays baseball with me. My
grand lives in Wisconsin. We
watch baseball on T.V. I love my
grandad.
Timothy Gulkc
My dad is special because hes
going to let me work at Pocket's
this summer! He takes mc to ball
practice and helps mc with my
home work. He teaches me hard
stuff so when I grow up I'll be
extra smart but he always says "Jet
stop eating McDonald's food."
Jet Toomey

I love my dad because he buys
for me toys and when I come back
from school he puts the toy on the
table. Then I ask him did you by
this? He says no it just came in by
it self. Then the next morning he
says I bought it. Then I say you
said that itcame by itself. Then he
says I didn't say that. He says one
time we will go somewhere. Then
he says on December then he says
Fcburuary then March then- he
says we cant go because there is
school. After school is finished he
says I didn't say that.
Gakuo

Foster

Why I love my dad...
Because my dad is saving my
birthday money. I know I am
going to get a dirtbike. That is
why my dad is saving my money.
Rhctt Clark

I love my dad because :he is
special, and he is alaws there for
me. He helps me learn and do
good things. He does fun things
like playing tennis. He is head
coach for my baseball team. He is
a real good sport and for Easter he
got me a brand new baseball and
all we do is practice, practice,
practice. It is fun, but when it
comes tci' soccer it is easy to
practice because we have a goal
right across the street and dad
practice with us.
Brin Kurz

I love my dad because he
helped me do my science fair
project yesterday. He helps me do
thigs. That's why I love my dad
alot. I help him alot too. I love my
dad to be with me I will love him
for ever.
Chris

From our big, roomy hammock to comfortable director's chairs,
Dad will have it made in the shade for Father's Day.
All this plus decorative accessories for the home or office.

TAKE AMERICA'S #1
TILLER HOME TODAY!
• Rear tines and powered wheels
make tilling easy.
• FREE demonstration. All
models in stock and ready to go!
• NO MONEY-DOWN Financing
available when,credit qualified!

Register-to-Win

17011D'5 PAY OFF
Hammock!
I'm just resting my eyes.
s••

TROWIBILT

Great Gift
Ideas...
Ti-?,

ippTeur

•Frames •Mugs
•Pen and Pencil Sets •Russel Stover Candies
•Golf Noveltiec Frames, Key Chains, Books, T-Shirts and More!

KEADMORE
BOOK-S-CARD 'a*
Chestnut Hills
Murray
I

Murray Home & Auto
Chest nu t St .

• v....
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To Be
Given Away
Fri., June 18
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DAD 141

\* Letters from
Foster
Robertson
I love my daddy because he
takes care of me when I get hurt. I
may get mad but I always forgive
him alot. He kisses me good night
evry night.
Bryce Simmons
My dad is special becase He
bought Super Star wars and bout
me a alen. And takes me to cud
Scouts and made my race car.
And takes me to Scoot. Let's me
lay in the hamik to.
John Trevathan
My dad is special because he
helps me with my homework. He
tucks me in to- bed. When I'm
being bad he hits my head just a
little to make me think. When I'm
being good he takes mc to Chucky
Cheese's. Where a kid can be a
kid.
Tim Morrison

CELLubmAteF itbr

I love my dad, because he loves
me. Nobody will have a dad like
mine. I will never like anyone like
my dad.
Lauren Massey

Give Dad a gift that keeps on giving all year long. A
CellularONE phone can give your Dad the convenience of
instant communication on the job or on the road and help make
him more productive.
At CellularONE, we're giving you some additional reasons to
CELLubrate. This coupon ad is good for $100 OFF on the purchase
of a hand-held OK!910 cellular phone and accompanying value
pack. This special Father's Day offer is good only with this
coupon,and expires at 5 PM on June 18.1993.
Bring this ad to our office at 1733 Kentucky Avenue in
Paducah soicall 1-800-999-CELL for an appointment.

Why I love my grandad...
He always gives me gum before
I leave. My other grandad goes
outside with me and chases rabbits. My other one agian lets.me
ride in the back of his truck.
They're both special in diffrent
ways.
Michael Garvin
My dad is special becuse I love
my dad. My dad does not live with
me. That is what makes him".
special. My dad sends me gifts
from Texas but! still love him.
My dad is very special. I love my
dad alot My dad is the best.
Saralyn Landers

_
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In Cattoway.County your local sales representatives are
Janet Housden at 753-0090 or Donna Cathey at 753-1982

CELLULARONE

a

1-800-999-CELL
1733 Kentucky Avenue • Paducah, KY 42003 • 502-444-0084 • Monday-Friday 8-5j

IT'S DAD'S DAY
VAIN.\EAS
S\M1EX

When our
7:1•Act+t Juksf..•
independent
and impartial
survey asked
,kcy.35cDads across
America what they
wanted to do on June
ke
s.9.01:90cv.
20'", 100% responded "Eat
at Sirloin Stockade." Treat
Dad to his favorite choice The Stockade. Statistics show it's what he wants

ONAI't4

Father's Day
Special

\Tr

REMEMBER DAD JUNE 20
_ 't•

7oz.Ribeye
With Food Bar

$7.49

12oz.Sirloin
With Food Bar

$7.99
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
HOURS: Sun.-Thurs. 11 am.-9 p.m.; Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

Bel-Air Center, Murray

753-0440

STIHL.

A real Stitt!.
With all the strength. durability and long life you
expect from a Stihl-built trimmer. .but at an all-time
low price.
The new FS-36 CUT 'N TRIM has many of the features of
Stihlt more expensive tnrnmers. and contains new engineering advances
for easy use and maintenance
• Lifetime 10.1trranty on electronic ignition
• New dual-line cutting head with automatic 'bump" line advance
• The rugged 302 cc engine runs cooler and features a flow through primer
for easy starts.
• The FS-36 comes with a free pair of protective goggles
Now you can have world-famous Stahl quality bundled up in a tnmmer
that cuts down the toughest weeds and puts a trim on your lawn
that would make a barber iealous si
All this in a lightweight. easy
to-handle STIHL trimmer at an
unbelievably low price

Maks kr antAs A SOL
See the full line
of Sti h I trimmers
and brush cutters at your Stihl
\ dealer.

\
\

88
all•

Murray Home & Auto
753-2571

Murray
Chiratnut St.
Hours: M-F, 7:90 a.m. • 530 p.m.; Sat. 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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wevoi goL tho gifts
FATHER LOVES BEST

DAD lS

Letters from
Robertson
Foster
My dad is special because he
takes me fishing. My dad is
special because he also takes me
golfing. He's taken me to where
he works before.
Austin Smith
My grandad is special because
he is nice. When I want something
he gives it to me. He is fun. I love
him because I am going to get to
see him today. I am glad!
Jason Teague
I love my dad because he is
sweet to me alot of the time. He
always loves me. Together we
love each other.
Nicole Kelly Covert

Nuk

I love my dad because he takes
me to fun places. Sometimes we
even have a pillow fight. and my
dad would be the monster after us.
We laugh and cry. I love my dad
very much.
Heather Coombs
I love my dad because he is in
my family. You are always
supposed to love some one in your
family. But when I see him he
picks me up and I aks if is going to
pick me up the next day he said
that he will. I love you.
Naquita Olive

I love my dad because he lets
me work at the Curris Center. I
love my dad becousc he lets me
work in the gameroom.
Justin Baurer

OH NO!

Par Four° sportshlrt
EttReg $24 Hard -collar cot-ton shirt in bright and
Pastel stripes Sizes S-XL

Van Rousso° sportshlrt
Woven cotton/polyester in assorted plaids and
stripes. Sizes S-XL.

SAVE ON
•
•
•
•

Levi's. Jeans • Hunt Club. Separates
.Custom-fit Suits
Dockers
.Separates • HaggaiStafford. and Stafford Executive. Dress Shirts
Pajamas, Robes & More!

To each and every Dad, we wish you a very
Happy Father's Day!

JCPenney
•

rin *Al

()nice Phone
759-1400

Store
Hours

FREE OfIRMENT BØG
with any men's purchase.

sHoe
sensaTion

74( Pelject Pat, At 74e PeVeet Puce

Chestnut Hills • Murray
"t/tr

Don't scare Dad with another boring tie for Father's Day.
How about a new pair of shoes from Shoe Sensation!
Shoe Sensation has lots of great styles to choose from.
And while supplies last, receive a

Mon Sat 10 9
Sun 12 30 5 30

1 . 11.
,
anut 111118 Murray
7534142

I“

Oaks Mall Paducah

111 I:111

••
r •• •
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Letters from Robertson
Mrs. Rexroat's
2nd Grade
Dear Murray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because he practices with me so he can help me
with my baseball. He sometimes
brings me to the Hungry Bear
where he works. I love him because he let's me have free quarters.
Sincerely,
Austin Swain
Dear Murray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because he likes to
take me anywhere. He likes to go
outside whith me and my siser. He
wasa cab driver, he likes to take us
and swing us around then we
would get dizzy. And I would
bump my haed on a tree and a
mocder and on the chair. My dad
was fun. I love my dad!
Manchello C,aviu
Dear Murry Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because he plays
with me. He helps me play soft
ball. He Avoele go swimming with
me. He builds houses. I like for
him to peck me up at gymnastics.I
love my dad.
thank you
Michelle Underwood
Dear Murray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because he let's me
go to the Dairy Queen with him.
He says good night to me. He's
funny when he talks like Sesame
Street characters. He is a sixth
grade teacher. He does math.
Sincerely,
Kate Farrell
Dear Murray and edger Time,
I like my grand father because
he's going to take me hunting. And
he spends time with me.One night
he set out and whittling with me.I
like to swim with hem.
bye,
Ronnie Dean Comds

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
contact:

Dear ?vtiuray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad becaus my mom
usually won't take me places but
my dad will. One time my dad
taught me to build with wood.
Now it's my hobby.So my dad gets
a lotfor me.And now I build every
day.
Sincerly,
Brandon Thurmond
Dear Murray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because, he takes
me on his boat. He likes to wrestle
with me. He takes me places. He's
funny. My other dad is funny to.
He teaches me how to play golf.
He has a cool house.
. Sincerley,
Caleb Mathis

Dear Marray Leger and Times, Dear Murry Ledger and ume.
I like my dad because he is
I like my dad becues he plays
baseball with me. He has a relly funny to me. And my dad likes to
deep voics. He's a good father plus look at the gardon. Very day me
He pee hes icily good. He's always and mc dad watch TV.Its are thing
helping our baseball team. He has that we do in the moring. Its fun.
a relly good throwing arm. He's me and dad likes to fixed things. I
like when dad takes me to the
the dad I would ever have.
store. We like ice-cream. My very
Thank you,
very very favorite is being with my
Paul Kurz
dad.
thank you
Dear Murry Ledger and Times.
Shaylyn Cagle
I like my dad because he plays
basketball with me. He plays baseball and football. He likes to talk to Dear Murray Ledger and Times
I like my dad because my dad
me. He likes to wacth basketball
with me.He takes hisjob scrrisley. takes me the wave pool. Every
Summer my dad takes me to DQ at
Dylan Volp
10 at night. He takes me to the
Dear Murray Leger and Times, arcade. he lets me ring his siren
I like my dad becaus he takes me when he drives. He lives in New
to the baseball park. He iszoing to Mexico. He lets mc talk on the
take me to Washington D.C. for a mega phone.
Bye,
mcating so I can see Bill Clinton at
William Holt
the White House. My dad is going
to Las Vegs on Mother's Day Dl
Dear Murry Ledger and Times,
Thursday. He likes to tikel mc ai
I like my dad because he's leting
home but not vcre much. My dad
make a culb house. He like's to
me
tought Inc to' 'sing and dance.
nintindo with mc. I love him.
play
Thanks,
helped mc make a goBot.
My
dad
Patrick Young
Jay Perry

Dear Murray Leger and Times,
I like my dad because he helps
me. My dad likes airplanes and
animals because he had 15 cat and
19dogs.He played with me when I
was three and four and five. He
helps my family. He gave my
uncle 20$. He plays with me every
day even Saturday. My dad is the
best dad in the world.
Sincerely Amy Page
Dear Murrary Ledger and Times,
I like my aad because he will
Dear Murry Ledger & Times, wrestle with me and play basketI like my dad becuse when ever ball with me. But sometimes he
we go in his truck and he talks on sits around watching T.V. My dad
the cb and you can here trukers works at H.T. Marketing and my
talking heres something that they brother wants to take over his job
would say. How dose it look over when he grows up.
your shoulder down there. I just
Sincerely,
love when he talks on the cb. I
Carley Faughn
sometimes get to get up in the
sleeper and look out the window.
Dear Murray Ledger and Time,
Sinserly to Rob Stanfa
I like my Granddad becusa he is
From Your Son Lorne
nice to everyone. He give -toy to
Dear Marray Ledger and Times, chiden and dady to. My granddad
I like my dad because he is nice love me and I love him more. He
to me. He takes me places and alwaysgive me a book or a ball,on
plays with me and Logan. My dad my bithday.
and I have water fights.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
•
Salria Boone
Leslie Brooke Schweuman

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER. KY • I 5O2674-553O
CHECK THESE
FEATURES

Owner.
r Ifil!rr

A .1

trate:2r 1
6

Rexroat

P.!

Dear Murry Leder and Times,
I like my dad because he takes
me to the lake. He goes on three
wheeler rides with me but he rides
a four wheeler. He let's me ride the
fourwheeler. He even let's me
drive the car some timesjust to the
farm to the house. He let's me help
him at the farm. He plays baseball
with me, and nintcndo.
Sincerely,
Chad Culp

Murray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because he plays
with me and reads with mc. He
takes mc to baseball games. He
owns a groshry store. I think that's
next. He's funny! When I was little
he-tought me to ride my bike. He is
very nice. When I just started
gymnastics he helped mc do a
cartwheel on the beam. He bought
me a beam from somebody at the
store. He helps mc with math. He
is a good teacher in math.
Thanks,
Mcghan King
Dear Murray Ledger & Times,
I like my dad because he takes
mc hunting alot and even sometimes lets mc shoot the gun. And
he acts hilareous with our dog
when he's drying our dog Daffy's
Feet off.
Sincerely,
Lacy Hocking
Peal

Dear Mrray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because he les me
help on the Trans Am. My dad and
I like Harlc-Davidson. My dad and
I like Elvis Preslley.
Dustin Adams
Dear Murray Ledger and Times,
I like my dad because he wrestles with mc and he usualy always
takes me places. He usualy plays
baseball with mc too. My dad is
fun and exiting. He usualy go's to
mcatings. He's probably a real nice
teacher too. That's good for his
students and when he wrestles
with mc he whispers to make
plan's.
Sinccrly,
Edward Baust

JUST4OR DAD
Main FooMs Monitor Hammertoe Boling Inc sot Tim Casino Association of Now Jersey Proem
12 lismoses
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Letters from Southwest Elementary
Dora Pittman's
Why I Love Dad
5th Grade
I love my dad because he is nice.
Southwest
He likes working on cars and I
1 love my Dad because he is help him. I also love him for
funny and he plays games with me. sometimes picking me up at dancHe is nice to my sister, brother, ing. He understands that I love
and me. My dad usually takes us him.
Your daughter,
out to cat on the weekends. I like it
Christina McPhail
when he does that.
Love,
I love my dad because he loves
Stacey Keel
me. We love each other. We
I love my dad because he is very always go outside and do alot of
nice. He gives me money and takes fun things. He is a very special dad
me places. I love him because he is to me. Dad, I love you very, very
much.
my dad.
Your only daughter,
Your Daughter,
Brooke Lencki
Jessica Mitchell

7

Why I Love Dad
My dad takes me places and he
is always there when I need to talk
to someone. Mostly I love him just
because he is my dad.
Wesley Sheridan

Why I Love My Dad
Dear Dad, I love you because
you are nice to me, special to me,
and you let me do alot of things.
Love,
Gina Linn

Why I Love Dad
I love my dad because the way
he treat's our family. He is nice,
funny, and cute. He is a hard
worker. It's also the way he provides for our family. He is very
special to me. Oh! yeah! Dad if
you're reading this, I just want to
say I love you just because I do!!!
Love you,
Lone Stewart

Why I Love Dad
I love my dad because he is very
nice. He takes me to the lake and
the pool. We go fishing together
and do lots of things together, but
most of all I love him.
Love,
Misty Coles

I love my dad because he does
alot of things for me. When I need
something he will take me there
and buy it for me. I also love him
because he loves me. He is really
nice to me.
Love,
Mary Beard

With Flowers
from...

Why I Love Dad
I love my dad because he is nice
to me and I just love him. He is a
basketball coach. He is so nice. He
even takes the time to teach me
basketball.
Love Ya Dad,
Bethany ()Rourke

753-1515
110 N. 12th St.

-GIFTS FOR DAD (

I love my dad because he is cool
and neat. He takes me fishing and
to the golf course.
Love,
Jordan Carlisle

I love my dad because he loves
me and because he is nice to me.
We do alot of stuff outside
together. Dad, I love you alot.
Your daughter,
Kristin Haggard

I Love My Dad
I love my dad because he cares
about me. He's usually there when
I need him. He's also one of the
only dads in Murray who can take
care of you when you break a bone
because he's an orthopedic surgon.
Your favorite son,
Mau Yezerski
I love my dad because he is fun
and he does not make me ride
horses. My dad is nice too.! love
my dad because I don't have to tell
him everywhere I'm going.
Love,
Justin Rogers

, TA

Knife Sale
14\
25%OFF

I

I

Why I Love My Dad
I love my dad because he's
smart, funny, talented, and knows
how to play basketball, and because he loves our family and me
alot.. He takcs me places, and he
tries to buy me things! want, and
he lets me do things by myself.
Love,
Sheena Goodwin
Why I Love Dad
I love my dad because he lets me
go four-wheeler riding, and because he is nice. He is also good at
basketball and baseball. I also love him because he takes me to soccer,
baseball games, and practices. He
also unstands that I love him.
Your Son,
Adam Scott
Why T Love My Dad
I love my dad because he is
funny, bold, nice, and cool. But
most of all, he loves me, and he
lives with me.
Love,
Jeremy Workman
Why I Love Dad
I love my Dad because he is nice
to me. We go horse back-riding
and do alot of stuff. We have fun
together.
Love, Your Daughter
Crysta Allen
I love dad because he gets me,
stuff. He is loving, and he cares if!
am sick or well.
Love, Your Daughter
Melissa Herndon
Why I Love Dad
I love my dad because he is
sweet and nice. He is the one who
helped change my diapers. My dad
is nice sometimes and sometimes
not.
Your Daughter,
Ashley Bcbbcr

Don't Forget
Ship Early!

" UPS Authorized Dealer "
UPS:USPS - Federal Express

John W. Hammons
Woodmon Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
759-9730

WOODMEN'S

rit.
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INSOBANCE

000
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Letters from Southwest Elementary

I love my dad because he is
funny and he is really nice, too.
When we go to Wal-Mart or
somewhere, sometimes he will
buy me if I ask him nicely. At
-home he makes funny faces that
makes my whole family laugh. He
works at the Murray Calloway
County Park. He likes to bowl,
play miniature golf, work on cars,
and just spend time with the
family. I really love you, Dad.
Your Daughter,
Christy Watkins
Why I Love My Dad
My dad is Nathan Pritchett. He
is in the army. He is short and he
has big muscles. I like it when he
plays with me, and he is very
athletic.
Your Son,
Billy Nored

I love my dad because he is
always there for me. He takes me
when I want to go. I love him and
he loves me.
Love,
Yeann
I love my dad because he is
funny, kind, and a little forgetful.
He is the nicest dad anyone could
ever have in his or her life.
Love,
Shauna Beard
Why I Love My Dad
I love my dad because he is fun,
funny,and he loves me. He likes to
play baseball with mc. He is also
very nice.
Love,
Your Daughter,
Kristen Walle

Why I Love Dad
I love my dad every Monday
night he drives mc to Mayfield for
gymnastics and stays there for
three hours to watch me. I love my
dad because he is always there and
is always, always nice to mc. He
also does really neat things with
mc and hardly ever yells. I would
love him still if he didn't do any of
this stuff with me because he is my
dad.
Love, Your Daughter
Alecia Gail Robertson
Why I Love My Dad
I love my dad because he's nice
and generous. It's fun to play
basketball with him. He gives me
money to buy clothes and books.
Love,
Janna

Why I Love My Dad
I love my dad because he is
smart, funny and talented. He
loves me and the family alot. He
doesn't take me very many places
because he has a broken back and
can't drive. He still loves me and
the .family because he gives us
clothes and money.
Love,
Sam Anderson

Why I Love My Dad
I love my dad because he is
always there when I need him. He
supports my family. My dad always finds time to do neat tings
with my sister and me. My dad
works on cars so when I get my
first car He can tell me if I'm
getting my moneys worth or not.(I
love my Dad)
Love,
Tammy Linn

This Father's Day
give your Dad what
he really wants!

25%

off Filled Popcorn Tins

Butter, White Cheddar Cheese, Caramel
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nuts either."
Heller writes that just like
mothers, fathers are dedicated to
their children's well-being and
happiness.
"Fathers influence our view of
the world and typically instill in
us a sense of integrity and selfesteem," he says. "Even though
their challenges and sources of
stress may differ, fathers are
there for us, too."
Other books of interest:
— For the "expectant" Dad:
"From Aaron to Zoe: 15,000
Great Baby Names" by Daniel
Avram Richman (Little, Brown
and Co.$7.95). Multiple crossreferences steer parents-to-be
through the associations that surround a name, including language
and ethnicity.
— For the Dad who's logging
a lot of time in the sandbox: "I
Heard it Through the Playground:
616 Best Tips from the Mommy
and Daddy Network for Raising a
Happy, Healthy Child from Birth
to Age Five" by Joel Fram, Carol Boswell and Margaret Maas
(HarperPerennial, $9). Parenttested and kid-tested tips for
infants through age 5.
— For the Dad who's got a
toddler running loose around the
house: "Real Advice from Real
Parents: Outwitting Toddlers and
Other Small Human Beings"
edited by Bill Adler Jr. and Peggy Robin (Lowell House. Los
Angeles, $12.95).
— For the Dad who wants to
know more about patenting:
"Parenting by Heart How to Be
in Charge, Stay Connected, and
Instill Your Valves, When It
Feels Like You've Got Only IS
Minutes a Day" by Dr. Ron Tat-

— For stressed-out Dads: "60
fel with Melinda Blau (Addison:
Wesley Publishing Co. $9.95). ' Ways to Relieve Stress in 60 Sec— For the Dad, the family onds" by Manning Rubin (Workarchivist: "Dad Remembers: man, $5.95). Includes a stress-test
Memories for My Child" by patch on the cover.
And just so Moms won't feel
Judith Levy (HarperCollins,
out, Teryl Zarnow, author of
left
the
for
$16.95). With entries
major moments in Dad's life "Husband is the Past Tense of
(Tying the Knot, Here's Mom!, Daddy," says there is life after
Waiting for You) and the life of motherhood in "The Mother Side
his child (Our Family, Holidays of Midnight: Nocturnal Confeswith You, Birthday Gallery Ages sions of a Lunchbox Queen"
(Addision-Wesley, $8.95).
One to Five).
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same theme: stuffed potatoes
with bacon and cheese. Serve
with a bowl of soup or chili and
"you'll knock the kids' socks
off," promises Bob Sloan's
"Dad's Own Cookbook: Everything Your Mother Never Taught
You" (Workman Publishing,
$12.95).
When shopping for potatoes,
look for those with uniform hardness, no dark spots, cracks or sprouting eyes.
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What's for dinner, Dad?
What's for dinner, Dad? The
next time you hear that question
and haven't had a second to think
about food, try one of the easiest
meals ever: a baked potato. It
takes only 10 minutes in the
microwave oven. Split it open
and let the kids heap on their
favorite topping, such as grated
cheese, baked beans, tuna,
chopped onion, sweet corn, sour
cream, chili or bacon bits.
Another easy variation on the
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